Ideas for garden lovers
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with those firms, we place great emphasis on
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evolving our production processes to ensure that
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continually evolving to meet the growing demand

with the preservation of our environment for

for quality concrete products in the booming
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U.A.E. market. As the construction industry here
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Working towards the goal of developing our

ve in the breadth and scope and of individual
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Along with those qualities, we remain committed

A vital part of the construction industry in Ras Al

to the Health and Safety of our employees and

Khaimah, RAKNOR has grown to become one of

the creation of a sustainable future for everyone
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through protection of the environment. Our raw

ping the area as a growing hub for the construc-

materials are drawn from our sister companies,

tion, industry and manufacturing sectors.

Welcome home
Dear
garden lovers,
The garden is where we blossom, where
we enjoy the first tender green shoots,
dream of the richness of summer and
experience the seasons with all our
senses. Our catalogue will guide you
through a world of different styles,
open up tempting verdant vistas
and give you examples for
moulding and shaping your
living leisure spaces. It will
present you with rocks and
stones for terraces, drives,
paths, pools, walls and much,
much more. Come on a journey of
discovery with us! We will be happy to

Silvia Godelmann

accompany you. We are creative, committed and passionate.
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Feeling stones
Our professional sales representatives are available
to discuss your needs, requirements, help and
guide you through our port-folio to assist in
stone selection options for your home or project.
A selection of samples are available for viewing
at our facility. Please contact Raknor for further
information. Contact details are on the reverse
page of this publication
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Our love for innovation, keen quality awareness, pioneering technologies, sustainable production, and the way we value our employees,
suppliers and customers are the cornerstones of our success. This is
what we build on!

With our high design requirements we are constantly developing benchmarksetting products. Top-level awards as well as design and environmental prizes
confirm that we are on the right path.
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This is what
we'r e proud of
We are a family firm. Together we bear the responsibility for our
320 employees and their families. In the last 70 years we have
developed into a strong team which, through its passion, commitment and ability, has built a company that is a trend-setter
for the entire sector.
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Facts
Quartz sand in the facing layer

Fine stone chippings and durable iron oxides

Quartz is one of the hardest minerals and has

In the colouring of our products, we place a high

a clear to translucent transparency. We exploit

value on natural appearances. That is why the

these particular characteristics in creating the

facing layer of our stones contains only coloured

facing layer for our stones. In this way we ensure

fine stone chippings. If the surface is exposed

that our stone surfaces are extremely resistant to

to shot-blasting (ferro) or polishing (fino), the

erosion, weathering and natural wear. A further

stones acquire a subtle, captivating lustre.

plus: it allows the brilliance of the colourful
grains of granite and fine stone chippings to
shine through. Enjoy stones that will stay strong
and beautiful throughout the decades!
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Top quality stones
Not all concrete is the same.
Special stones in particular need distinguished raw materials like high-strength,
fine stone grains and quartz sands, along with cement and water as binding agents.
Our optimum ratio of ingredients and unique formulas form the foundations for our
first-class stones.

Practically no other building material
has undergone a greater image
change in the last few decades
than concrete. Aggregates like
gravel, sand, quartz and limestone and clay cements make
up this innovative building
material. Concrete is a part of
nature. It lives, works and is constantly changing. The range of its
appearances, meanwhile, Its range of
appearances has come to be just as broad
as its possible applications.
Concrete hedge in the Kirchheim unter Teck STONEgarden
based on a design by Eelco Hooftman, GROSS. MAX., Edinburgh
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Out of conviction
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Combatting climate change is no side issue for us.
We take our responsibility for the environment seriously – and not just since yesterday. We are now the
third generation to produce concrete products at our home location in the Upper Palatinate region of
Germany.
Our four children motivate us to work sustainably and think about the world of tomorrow. It is our
mission to consolidate our family firm to further build our healthy growth for future generations. In
harmony with nature, our employees and customers, we want to create durable, lasting values for the
future.

Certified sustainability

Experience in sustainability

CO2 neutrality is a part of our sustainability strategy.

1981 We were recycling all concrete products that

Our success in achieving this goal is proven by our

do not meet our quality requirements.

2015 TÜV Rheinland certification as a “carbon-

1990 We were collecting rainwater for production.

neutral”.

2010 We were producing approx. 30% of the
electricity we required through our own solar
panels.
2015 We converted the entire factory lighting
system to LED.
2015 We compensated for our remaining energy
usage with Gold Standard-certified climate
change prevention projects by myclimate.
2015 We achieved CO2-neutral production.
2016 Our energy management was certified
according to DIN EN ISO 50001.
15

The saving principle
AIRSAVE®
our contribution to clean air

LOCKSAVE®
our contribution to stable surfaces

Air pollution is a highly pressing problem today,

The LOCKSAVE® interlocking system protects the

especially in built-up areas and traffic hotspots. Nit-

connection between individual stones and ensures

rogen oxides (NOX )impair air quality and encourage

highly durable surfaces. There are three possible

creation of fine dust and ozone.

connection systems available for the most diverse

Nature alone can no longer absorb the CO2 emis-

requirements:

sions caused by mankind. Surfaces covered with

· Interlocking systems (VZ4 and VZ5)

AIRSAVE make an important contribution towards

· 3D displacement protection (VZ8)

comprehensively cleaning the air.

In this way, objects up to load class 3.2 can also be

®

realised in patterns that would no t
normally be feasible in this situation.
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SAVE

Protect. Preserve. Maintain.
The earth is the habitat for humans and ani-

SAVE guarantees special qualities that will

mals alike. This habitat has to be protected,

contribute to the product’s utility to both man-

preserved and maintained – using innovative

kind and the environment. For a good climate,

developments, resource-conserving production

balanced water usage, clean air and high design

processes and long-lasting products. This is our

quality. For more quality of life – today and

ambition. Both during production and through-

tomorrow.

out products' entire life cycle, SAVE principles
are our top priority.

ECOSAVE®
our contribution to clean groundwater and improved evaporation

DUROSAVE®
our contribution to clean
surfaces

Water can be both a blessing and a curse. Too much

The look, maintenance and durability of surfaces is

water sweeps houses away and causes cities to sink

what DUROSAVE® focuses on. Surfaces are there

into the ground. Too little water leads to aridity and

to give users comfortable and safe ground beneath

drought. Surfaces covered with ECOSAVE ensure

their feet. It follows that these surfaces are subject

an easy balance. Rainwater trickles away right where

to heavy burdens. DUROSAVE® protects surfaces

it falls, the groundwater remains at a natural level,

in the long term from dirt and deposits. The deep

surfaces can breathe,

coating applied in the factory is inseparably bound

the climate is improved,

to the upper surface of the stone,

and groundwater is.

and inhibits the penetration of

protected from the

environmental influences

ingress of harmful

into the stone.

®

substances.
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Simply always clean
Durable beauty
Thanks to DUROSAVE®, laborious terrace cleaning is no longer necessary. DUROSAVE® surfaces with deep-reaching
protection are easy to clean and have proven their worth in use for over 10 years.

DUROSAVE® deep protection qualities
colour-intensifying with a soft silky sheen
coloured and protected long-term
reduces dirt absorption
reduces chewing-gum adhesion
makes cleaning easier
suitable for interior/roofed areas
frost and road salt resistant
algae and moss inhibiting
no subsequent waterproofing required
Model:
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light

thick

DTI100

DTE700

DUROSAVE®
Like natural stone, concrete has capillaries into which damp and dirt can penetrate. Der DUROSAVE® deep
protection forms part of the production process and this is permanently joined to the stone. It protects the
stone from top to bottom. Soiling can be removed promptly and easily with water and gentle care and cleaning
products.

DUROSAVE deep protection INTRA (DTI100)
DEEP PROTECTION FROM INSIDE
INTRA deep protection reduces the labour intensity of caring for laid surfaces when
they are made dirty by ordinary environmental influences such as leaf mould and dust
particles. Stains cannot penetrate as deeply into the material. The protection can be
maintained and refreshed through occasional cleaning and waterproofing.

100

DUROSAVE deep protection EXTRA (DTE700)
DEEP PROTECTION FROM INSIDE AND OUT – TWICE AS SAFE
EXTRA surface protection stands out with its two levels of protection. Even the most
heavy soiling is no match for the durable seal, as no foreign matter can penetrate the
stone. Algae and moss cannot attach themselves to the surface, while ease of cleaning
ensures a perfect appearance at all times. This means that stains from red wine, ketchup,
barbecue fat, fruit etc. can be removed without a problem and with no residue. Further

700

advantages are the excellent colour protection, and the guaranteed resistance the coating offers against weathering and the effects of frost.
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GODELMANN colour range
Everything fits together
It is when redesigning paths and spaces around
the house and garden that the question of the
right materials crops up. What goes well with
what, what do you like, which elements chime
together? Do you want tone-on-tone or more of a
material mixture? Stone is diverse and beautiful.
Choose from GODELMANN’s colour and surface
designs.
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With our design concepts we offer you a range of broad spectrum of
products harmonised in their colour and surface structures. Whether it be
slabs, paving, steps, palisades or walls – within a single design concept,
everything fits perfectly together.
An extensive range of extras, pedestals and furnishings rounds off the
design concepts.
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Desire for individuality

When designing outdoor spaces, MASSIMO® offers the
highest possible flexibility. The paving elements, which are
of outstanding exposed concrete quality, are hand-finished
according to individual requirements. Nearly any design
requirement can be fulfilled – individual and unmistakeable.

01

24

02

01 MASSIMO® exposed concrete anthracite 150/100 and 150/50 cm 02 MASSIMO® exposed concrete grey 200/100 cm
All measurements without thickness, as reinforcement and material thickness depend on static requirements.

Terrace slabs | MASSIMO®

MASSIMO® exposed concrete grey 120/54.5 cm
25
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MASSIMO® exposed concrete light grey 100/100 cm
All measurements without thickness, as reinforcement and material thickness depend on static requirements.

Terrace slabs | MASSIMO®

Material
Due to their natural concrete substance, all hand-made
MASSIMO® slabs are unique. Differences in colour, structure,
texture and surface dappling mark them out. Efflorescences or visible pores are not faults. Light stability varies by colour. Differences
in the appearance of the surface that do not affect the usefulness
of the product are permissible.

There is extensive information on the appearance of exposed
concrete surfaces on page 306.

MASSIMO® exposed concrete light grey 205/120 cm
27

Material
All MASSIMO® products are hand-made individually
according to the client's specifications. They distinguish
themselves through their great diversity of surfaces and
colours. In our factory we also produce steps, pedestals
and other design elements to match the high-quality
exposed concrete appearance (see page 204).

01
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02

01 MASSIMO® exposed concrete light grey 160/100 cm 02 MASSIMO® exposed concrete grey 263/84 cm.
All measurements without thickness, as reinforcement and material thickness depend on static requirements.

Terrace slabs | MASSIMO®

MASSIMO® ferro grey 160/60 cm
29
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MASSIMO® exposed concrete white, diameter 225 cm (2-piece)

shot-blasted SC concrete

MASSIMO®
ferro plain silver

shot-blasted SC concrete

MASSIMO®
ferro grey

of self-compacting concrete

MASSIMO®
exposed concrete grey

•

•

•

200/100/10

150/100/10

Terrace slabs | MASSIMO®

Laying

Details

Depending on the material, weight

· purist design

and thickness of our terrace slabs,

· chamfer as desired

various different vacuum-lifting

· hand-finished from self-compacting concrete (exposed concrete)

devices are recommended for use

· highly impermeable, shot-blasted surface of self-compacting

when laying them. We will be happy

concrete with sanded fine chippings in facing (ferro)

to give you the addresses of speci-

· individual formats up to 300 x 200 cm (depending on surface)

alist firms where you can hire these

· any choice of colour, with surface finish if desired

devices.

· facing of colourfast natural stone grains, high-strength quartz grit
and UV-resistant colour pigments.

supplementary products

•

up to 300/200 cm

p. 200

Special formats and other
surfaces and colours on
request

shot-blasted SC concrete

MASSIMO®
ferro plain sandstone

shot-blasted SC concrete

•

•

150/100/10 cm

•

•

200/100/10 cm

MASSIMO®
ferro plain anthracite

•
shot-blasted SC concrete

MASSIMO®
ferro plain grey

shot-blasted SC concrete

MASSIMO®
ferro granite grey

•

•

•

Steps

31

making an entrance

The large-format exposed concrete slabs extend the palette
for stylish architectural design around the house. Simple
practicality and clear contours prove space and openness. If
you love puristic design and want to employ it in your outdoor
areas, you’re in just the right place with MASSIMO® light.

01

32

01 MASSIMO® light exposed concrete light grey 100/100/6 cm
02 MASSIMO® light exposed concrete light grey 100/50/6 and 50/50/6 cm

02

Terrace slabs | MASSIMO® light

MASSIMO® light exposed concrete light grey 100/100/6 and 100/50/6 cm
33

Material
Due to their natural concrete substance, all hand-made
MASSIMO® slabs are unique. Differences in colour, structure,
texture and surface dappling mark them out. Efflorescences
or visible pores are not flaws. Light stability varies by colour.
Differences in the appearance of the surface that do not affect
the usefulness of the product are permissible.

There is extensive information on the appearance of exposed
concrete surfaces on page 306.

34

MASSIMO® light exposed concrete dark grey 100/100/6 cm and block step
Exposed concrete can display dappling and marbling effects (see above image)

Terrace slabs | MASSIMO® light

MASSIMO® light exposed concrete light grey 100/100/6 cm
35

100/100/6

MASSIMO® light exposed concrete dark grey 100/100/6 cm
36

100/50/6

Terrace slabs | MASSIMO® light

Manufacture

Details

Self-compacting concrete – also

· puristic design

called SC concrete – discharges

· without chamfer

air independently, unlike ordinary

· Surface in smooth-finished exposed

concretes that require vibration. This

concrete look (see material information p. 306)

makes it a perfect material for sur-

· Formats up to 100 x 100 cm

faces with particularly high demands

· hand-made from self-compacting concrete (exposed concrete)

regarding appearance, durability and
design.

There is extensive information on
the appearance of exposed concrete
surfaces on page 306.

supplementary products

•
•

100/50/6 cm

p. 200

SC concrete

100/100/6 cm

MASSIMO® light
Exposed concrete beige

•
•
SC concrete

MASSIMO® light
Exposed concrete, dark grey

SC concrete

MASSIMO® light
Exposed concrete, light grey

•

•

Steps
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Slim Smart and Strong

Concrete and wood combine in a long, slender plank – robust
like concrete, finely grained like wood, each one unique.
MASSIMO® decking is a dream for every concrete lover who
still wants a wood effect on the terrace.

MASSIMO® decking grey whitewashed 250/20/8 cm and DECASTON® nativo shell limestone cobbles as edging
38

Terrace slabs | MASSIMO® decking

MASSIMO® decking an thracite whitewashed 250/all widths and pool bordering MASSIMO® exposed concrete anthracite individual sizes
39

MASSIMO® decking anthracite whitewashed 25O/all widths and NOVOLINE® linear DTI100 slate
40

Terrace slabs | MASSIMO® decking

Tip

A very natural surface appearance

can be achieved by combining different
widths of plank tiles.

Excellent design
MASSIMO® decking has been honoured with
a prize for their elegant shaping, aesthetic class
and slender design. The panel explained: “This
concrete decking is captivating, above all, for the
clarity of its clear design and impressive surface
quality.

MASSIMO® decking grey whitewashed 250/20/8 cm
41

MASSIMO® decking grey whitewashed 250/20/8 cm (in part cut to size on site) and NOVOLINE® water wall linear DTI100 chalk
42

Terrace slabs | MASSIMO® decking

EVERYTHING. FITS. TOGETHER.
Discover the matching
MASSIMO® decking block step on page 210.

MASSIMO® decking grey whitewashed 250/all widths
43

Material
Every MASSIMO® plank tile is hand-made and, because of the natural
material, unique. Differences in colour, structure, texture and surface
dappling are typical, and underline the natural character of the decking.
Efflorescences or visible pores are not flaws. Light resistance varies by
colour.

You can find extensive information on the appearance of exposed concrete surfaces on page 306.

MASSIMO® decking anthracite whitewashed 250/20/8 cm
44

Terrace slabs | MASSIMO® decking

Details
· no substructure needed, laid on gravel
· more durable and resistant than solid wood
· low thermal expansion – even at high temperatures
· unique surface hardness – no pressure dents
· non-slip (slip resistance R11)
· not susceptible to water or damp
· natural wood grain and colour shading
· 250 cm length, slender design
· 4 different widths (16, 18, 20 and 22 cm)

supplementary products

•

on request

on request

on request

250/18/8 cm

on request

on request

on request

250/16/8 cm

p. 210

SC concrete

250/20/8 cm

MASSIMO® decking
Wood effect brown whitewashed

on request

SC concrete

on request

MASSIMO® decking
Wood effect beige whitewashed

•

on request

SC concrete

250/22/8 cm

MASSIMO® decking
Wood effect anthracite whitewashed

•

on request

SC concrete

on request

MASSIMO® decking
Wood effect grey whitewashed

on request

•

Decking block
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Modern chic

CARMINO® fine stone with an oak finish meets all the requirements of modern flooring. Through the natural graining of
the slabs, their subtle colouring and individual aesthetic, a
genuine wood character is nearly perfectly achieved, conjuring up the charm of a cosy wooden floor on your terrace.

CARMINO® cotto oak dark 120/40/2 cm
46

Terrace slabs | CARMINO®

CARMINO® cotto oak dark 120/40/2 cm
47

Tip

Exceptionally robust and very low

maintenance, the extremely thin CARMINO®

120/40/2

slabs are perfect on terraces with a low
structural height.

60/60/2

01
01 CARMINO® cotto oak grey 60/60/2 cm
48

02

02 CARMINO® cotto oak natural 120/40/2 cm

Terrace slabs | CARMINO®

Details
· ideal for balconies and roof terraces because of low structural
height
· low moisture absorption
· non-scratch
· high dimensional accuracy through calibration
· low-maintenance
· easy to lay

•
•

60/60/2 cm

fired

120/40/2 cm

CARMINO®
cotto dark oak

•
•
fired

CARMINO®
cotto natural oak

fired

CARMINO®
cotto grey oak

•

•

· bonded construction laying recommended
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Timeless elegance

Large-size CHIANTO® fine stoneware slabs for patios and roof
terraces create elegant notes in the ambitious design of your
personal garden space. With their low slab thickness of 2 cm,
these fine stoneware slabs are easy to lay and are the ideal
solution for low structural heights.

CHIANTO® cotto grey 120/40/2 cm and manufacture SC concrete water trough
50

Terrace slabs | CHIANTO®

CHIANTO® cotto grey 120/40/2 cm
51

120/40/2

100/50/2

60/60/2

02
01 CHIANTO® cotto beige 120/40/2 cm
52

02 CHIANTO® cotto anthracite 120/40/2 cm

•
•
fired

CHIANTO®
cotto grey

fired

CHIANTO®
cotto anthracite

•

•

01

Terrace slabs | CHIANTO®

Details
· ideal for balconies and roof terraces due to low structural height
· low moisture absorption
· non-scratch
· high dimensional accuracy through calibration
· low maintenance
· easy to lay
· bonded construction laying recommended

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

100/50/2 cm

•

•

•

•

•

120/40/2 cm

fired

CHIANTO®
cotto light quartzite

fired

CHIANTO®
cotto dark quartzite

fired

CHIANTO®
cotto light granite

fired

CHIANTO®
cotto dark granite

fired

CHIANTO®
cotto beige

•

60/60/2 cm
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True class

Exquisite tone-on-tone coloured fine stone chipping and
soft-finished surfaces lend NUEVA® light paving its timeless
elegance. Generous formats and calming, natural colours
underline the subtle, restrained surface effects of
NUEVA® light.

NUEVA® light ferro DTI100 plain anthracite 100/100/5 cm
54

Terrace slabs | NUEVA® light

EVERYTHING. FITS. TOGETHER.
Discover the NUEVA® design concept (see p. 65),
and design paths and spaces around your house
as one!

NUEVA® light ferro DTI100 plain anthracite 100/100/5 cm
55

Material
NUEVA® slabs will enchant you with their
subtle radiance and high colour brilliance. The
finely tuned colours of the natural stone chips
glitter in the sun and always show your terrace
in the best light (see also p. 314) Thanks to
DTE700 you can enjoy the summer to the full!

01 NUEVA® light ferro DTI100 plain anthracite 80/80/5 cm
56

Terrace slabs | NUEVA® light

NUEVA® light ferro DTE700 plain grey 100/100/5 cm
57

NUEVA® light ferro DTI100 plain grey 100/100/5 cm
58

Terrace slabs | NUEVA® light

NUEVA® ferro DTI100 (DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA):
+ dirt-repellent
+ unchanged surface
+ sealed from inside

NUEVA® ferro DTE700 (DUROSAVE® deep protection EXTRA):
+ incredibly easy to clean
+ soft, matt, silky sheen
+ surface-coloured
+ durable two-layer coating

01

02
01 NUEVA® light ferro DTI100 plain grey 80/80/5 cm and block step ferro plain grey
02 NUEVA® light ferro DTI100 plain sandstone and plain anthracite 80/80/5 cm

59

NUEVA® light ferro DTI100 plain grey 80/80/5 cm and Manufacture SC concrete benches and water trough
60

Terrace slabs | NUEVA® light

Tip

Jazz up your terrace: Create a holiday atmosphere in your

own home with cosy furniture. Spend lazy evenings with your
family or with friends and enjoy the summer to the full.
Take care of comfort and robustness in one stroke when choosing
your terrace furniture. Assure yourself before you buy that the
furniture will be easy to wash and maintain.

NUEVA® light ferro DTI100 plain sandstone 80/80/5 cm
61

NUEVA® light ferro DTI100 plain grey 80/80/5 cm and plain anthracite 80/40/5 cm
62

Terrace slabs | NUEVA® light

For easy, rapid laying, please use the correct tile spacers.
This will ensure that the tiles are spaced in an aesthetically
pleasing way. There are spacers for various different joint
widths in cross or T-shapes.
Use of cross spacer:

Use of T-spacer:

NUEVA® light ferro DTI100 plain grey 80/80/5 cm
63
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®

®

with DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

shot-blasted

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

60/40/5

NUEVA®
ferro DTI100 plain grey

with DUROSAVE deep protection INTRA

shot-blasted

NUEVA®
ferro DTI100 granite grey

with DUROSAVE deep protection EXTRA

shot-blasted

NUEVA®
ferro DTE700 plain silver

with DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

shot-blasted

NUEVA®
ferro DTI100 plain silver

heat-treated

NUEVA®
pure nero

heat-treated

NUEVA®
pure bianco

80/40/5

80/80/5

100/100/5
40/40/3

40/40/5

50/50/5

®

®

with DUROSAVE® deep protection EXTRA

shot-blasted

NUEVA®
ferro DTE700 plain sandstone

with DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

shot-blasted

NUEVA®
ferro DTI100 plain sandstone

with DUROSAVE deep protection EXTRA

shot-blasted

NUEVA®
ferro DTE700 plain anthracite

with DUROSAVE deep protection INTRA

shot-blasted

NUEVA®
ferro DTI100 plain anthracite

with DUROSAVE® deep protection EXTRA

shot-blasted

NUEVA®
ferro DTE700 plain grey

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

80/40/5 cm

•

•

•

•

•

50/50/5 cm

60/40/5 cm

•

•

•

•

•

80/80/5 cm

•

•

100/100/5 cm

•

Terrace slabs | NUEVA® light

Details

· heat-treated surface (pure)

· homogeneous and slightly sanded surface (ferro)

· DTI100 – easy cleaning (p. 19)

· DTE700 – easy cleaning (p. 19)

· puristic design

· powerful impression

· timeless, classic format

· accessories: skirting 40/8/1 cm

Paving

supplementary products
p. 102

Steps
p. 202

Walls
p. 248

40/40/5 cm

40/40/3 cm
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Flawless beauty

Timelessly elegant surfaces are the latest trend in flooring.
The modern TIARO® paving system fulfils these requirements.
Straight-lined formats with narrow joints, clear colours and
the lightly grained slate structure sum up the puristic design
of TIARO®.

TIARO® nativo DTE700 glacier-white 80/40/5 cm and pool edging from the factory
66

Terrace slabs | TIARO®

TIARO® nativo DTE700 glacier-white 80/40/5 cm and NOVOLINE® linear DTI100 chalk
67

TIARO® nativo DTE700 arctic grey 80/40/5 cm and DECASTON® nativo shell limestone shaded large-scale paving system
68

Terrace slabs | TIARO®

TIARO® silco DTI100 (DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA):
+ dirt-repellent
+ unchanged surface
+ sealed from inside

TIARO® nativo DTE700 (DUROSAVE® deep protection EXTRA):
+ incredibly easy to clean
+ soft, matt, silky sheen
+ surface-coloured
+ durable two-layer coating

TIARO® nativo DTE700 slate grey 80/40/5 cm
69

Laying
The grain of the slabs should always
run in the same direction.

TIARO® laying pattern 21 (3,84 m2/module)
· 12 pieces 80/40 cm

TIARO® nativo DTE700 slate grey 80/40/5 cm
70

Terrace slabs | TIARO®

Tip

Gravel landscaping and gravel beds free up large

areas. Experts recommend a thick layer of e.g. pond liner
between gravel and ground so that irritating weeds and other
unwanted growths cannot reach the surface.

01

02

01 TIARO® silco DTI100 slate grey 80/40/5 cm
02 TIARO® nativo DTE700 arctic grey 80/40/5 cm and DECASTON® nativo shell limestone shaded large-scale paving system

71

Manufacture
TIARO® slabs are processed with rotating
brushes in the silco process. This
creates surfaces with smooth pastel
colours and a silky gloss.

TIARO® silco DTI100 sahara yellow 80/40/5 cm
72

Terrace slabs | TIARO®

Usage note
Scratches can arise on coated surfaces through mechanical stress.
These are normal signs of use. We recommend applying felt discs
beneath your terrace furnishings, not pushing sharp-edged objects
across the paving, and avoiding spreading grit in winter.
To remove light to medium scratches we recommend
DUROSAVE® scratch remover. Further cleaning and care
products specially tailored to our surfaces can be found on
p. 310.

TIARO® nativo DTE700 sandstone beige 80/40/5, 60/40/5 and 40/40/5 cm
Colour variations across different formats in the same colour are unavoidable (see image above)

73
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TIARO® silco DTI100 sahara yellow 80/40/5 cm

with DUROSAVE® deep protection EXTRA

untreated and structured

TIARO®
nativo DTE700 slate grey

®

with DUROSAVE deep protection EXTRA

untreated and structured

TIARO®
nativo DTE700 arctic grey

®

with DUROSAVE deep protection INTRA

brushed and structured

TIARO®
silco DTI100 glacial white

with DUROSAVE® deep protection EXTRA

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

80/40/5

untreated and structured

TIARO®
nativo DTE700 glacial white

80/80/5

60/40/5

40/40/5

with DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

brushed and structured

TIARO®
silco DTI100 sandstone beige

with DUROSAVE® deep protection EXTRA

untreated and structured

TIARO®
nativo DTE700 sandstone beige

®

with DUROSAVE deep protection INTRA

brushed and structured

TIARO®
silco DTI100 sahara yellow

with DUROSAVE® deep protection EXTRA

untreated and structured

TIARO®
nativo DTE700 sahara yellow

with DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

brushed and structured

TIARO®
silco DTI100 slate grey

•

•

•

•

•

•

80/40/5 cm

•

•

•

•

•

80/80/5 cm

60/40/5 cm

•

•

•

•

•

Terrace slabs | TIARO®

Details

· naturally structured slate effect

· brushed surface with deep protection from inside (p. 19)

· unchanged surface
· dirt-repellent

Details

· naturally structured slate effect

· unprocessed surface with durable two-layered coating (p. 19)

· incredibly easy to clean

· soft, matt, silky sheen

· surface-coloured

Walls

supplementary products

40/40/5 cm

p. 248
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Pure and clear

A finely tuned colour spectrum, elegant and straight-lined
design: this is what marks sets GABANO® apart the rest. The
look of these modern paving slabs is reminiscent of the
shimmering elegance of silk, and will lend your terrace an
individual, timeless touch. The slabs are perfectly suited for
mixed laying through soft colour grading.

GABANO® silco beige 80/40/5 cm
76

Terrace slabs | GABANO®

GABANO® silco beige 80/40/5 cm
77

Material
The surface of the stone is processed with special brushes. This is how it
gains its very fine, smoothed, silky matt surface with a very special feel:
the stone is particularly soft to the touch (see also p. 314).

01
01 GABANO® wood effect silco sand grey light 80/40/5 cm
78

02

02 GABANO® silco sand grey dark 80/40/5 cm

Terrace slabs | GABANO®

GABANO® silco beige 80/40/5 cm and MOLINALINE® antique plus DTI100 limestone all three colours
79

The fine-grained GABANO® wood effect
conveys a warm interplay of colour and
structure. Conjure up a cosy, pleasant

GABANO® wood effect silco beige 80/40/5 cm
80

•
brushed

GABANO®
silco dark sand grey

•

•
•
brushed

GABANO®
silco medium sand grey

brushed

GABANO®
silco light sand grey

•

•

ambience on your terrace.

Terrace slabs | GABANO®

Details
80/40/5

· brushed surface (silco)

60/40/5

· marbled and gently shaded appearance
· with chamfer

80/40/5

Details Holzoptik

60/40/5

· brushed surface (silco)
· wood effect with 4 slabs per format
(3 false joints)
· lightly shadowed appearance

•
•

60/40/5 cm

brushed

80/40/5 cm

GABANO® wood effect
silco beige

•
brushed

GABANO® wood effect
silco smoke grey

•

•
brushed

GABANO® wood effect
silco light sand grey

•

•
•
brushed

GABANO®
silco beige

brushed

GABANO®
silco smoke grey

•

•

· with chamfer
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Natural Elegance

Spacious terraces attain a refined atmosphere thanks to the
MOLINA® light natural floor covering. Warm grey tones are
available – either to mix together or to use each shade alone.
Their even surfaces allow terrace furniture to stand securely.

MOLINA® light silco granite medium 80/40/5 and 60/40/5 cm
82

Terrace slabs | MOLINA® light

EVERYTHING. FITS. TOGETHER.

Details

Discover the MOLINA® design concept and

· brushed surface (silco)

design paths and spaces around your house

· narrow joints

in one!

· accessories: skirting 40/8/1 cm and
exposed edges with 40/40/5 cm

80/40/5

60/40/5

p. 274

60/40/5 cm

brushed

•

p. 226

Water wall

•

p. 110

Walls

80/40/5 cm

MOLINA® light
silco dark granite

•
•
brushed

MOLINA® light
silco medium granite

brushed

MOLINA® light
silco light granite

•

•

supplementary products
Paving
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At one with nature

The DECASTON® light terrace slab is the product extension
to our DECASTON® terrace paving range, specially designed
to meet the individual requirements of your personal terrace
dream. The slabs are available in the timeless colours of shell
limestone, grey-black and brown-beige.

01

84

01 DECASTON® light nativo grey-black shaded 60/40/5 cm
02 DECASTON® light nativo shell limestone shaded 60/40/5 cm

02

Terrace slabs | DECASTON® light

EVERYTHING.FITS.TOGETHER.
Discover the DECASTON® design concept (see
p. 89), and design paths and spaces around your
house as one step!

DECASTON® light nativo shell limestone shaded 80/40/5 cm and KLASSIKLINE Set antique plus sandstone-beige
85

DECASTON® light nativo shell limestone shaded 60/40/5 cm
86

Terrace slabs | DECASTON® light

EVERYTHING. FITS. TOGETHER.
+ paving p. 120
+ walls p. 222
+ water wall p. 274

DECASTON® light nativo brown-beige shaded 80/40/5, 60/40/5 und 40/40/5 cm and
NOVOLINE® water wall linear DTI100 chalk (see p. 274)

87

01
01 DECASTON® light nativo grey-black shaded 60/40/5 cm
88

02

02 DECASTON® light nativo grey-black shaded 60/40/5 cm

Terrace slabs | DECASTON® light

Details
· shaded surface
80/40/5

· without chamfer
· narrow joints
· accessories: skirting 40/8/1 cm and
exposed edges with 40/40/5 cm
40/40/5

p. 274

60/40/5 cm
40/40/5 cm

natural

•

p. 222

Water wall

•

p. 120

Walls

•

Paving

80/40/5 cm

DECASTON® light
nativo brown-beige shaded

•
•
•
natural

DECASTON® light
nativo shell limestone shaded

natural

•

•

•

supplementary products

DECASTON® light
nativo grey-black shaded

60/40/5

89

90

Paving
92

SCADA®

98

BIZARRO®

102

NUEVA®

110

MOLINA®

120

DECASTON®

132

DECADO®

136

CAMPASTON®

142

APPIASTON®

150

VIASTON®

160

CREASTON®

91

Variety has a name

The striking forms of SCADA® create spatial qualities with
geometric order. A deliberately restrained colour palette
underlines its uncompromising design. With its 12-cm
thickness, paving is particularly well-designed for generously
dimensioned driveways. SCADA® is the perfect match for
ambitious projects in a sophisticated living environment.

01
01 SCADA® pure bianco 80/40/12 cm
92

02 SCADA® pure bianco 80/40/12 cm

02

Large-scale paving slab | SCADA®

SCADA® pure bianco 80/40/12 cm
93

SCADA® ferro plain grey 120/40/12 cm and pool edging of corner steps ferro grey
94

Large-scale paving slab | SCADA®

SCADA® ferro plain anthracite 100/100/12 cm
95

120/40/12

100/100/12
80/40/12

60/40/12

60/10/16

01
01 SCADA® ferro plain anthracite 120/40/12 cm
96

02

02 SCADA® pure bianco 120/40/12 cm

Large-scale paving slab | SCADA®

Details
· heat-treated surface (pure) see p. 314
· lightly roughened surface (ferro) see p. 314
· structural stability thanks to patented interlocking
system

•
•

120/40/12 cm

•

80/40/12 cm

•

60/40/12 cm

on request

60/10/12 cm

shot-blasted

shot-blasted

on request

SCADA®
ferro plain grey

heat-treated

SCADA®
pure bianco

on request

100/100/12 cm

SCADA®
ferro plain anthracite

•

•

•

•

•

•

· with chamfer

97

A thrilling note

BIZARRO® breathes a breath of fresh air into your area design.
The individual product design plays with acute corners and
dynamic lines, which of course come together to form a
harmonious whole. Alongside its interesting joint structure, it
has the particular appeal of a finely marbled surface. Exceptional paving in every respect, turning the ordinary on its head
and setting a striking tone.

BIZARRO® fino beige-grey marbled module A
98

Large-scale paving slab | BIZARRO®

If you like the natural stone character of BIZARRO® –
but prefer straight lines – you can choose the largescale formats 60 x 60 or 120 x 60 cm. The
combination of straight and angled BIZARRO®
formats is captivating, too.

BIZARRO® fino beige-grey marbled module A
99

module A
25

50

35

65

120/60/8

37,1

55

70

22,3

40

60/60/8

20

BIZARRO® fino beige-grey marbled 120/60/8 cm
100

Large-scale paving slab | BIZARRO®

Laying

Details

Only tamp/vibrate BIZARRO® with a lightly

· brilliant surface (fino)

vibrating compactor plate using a paving

· without chamfer

pad along the length of the stones.

· naturally marbled
· easy to lay thanks to rectangular modules
· can be laid randomly or in rows
· can support cars when properly laid
· individual stones cannot be delivered
· delivery time: 4 – 8 weeks, minimum order: 80 m2/format

The German Design Award is an
international prize and distinguishes high-quality products and
projects for their product and

•
•

120/60/8 cm

•

60/60/8 cm

polished

Module A thickness 8 cm

BIZARRO®
fino beige-grey marbled

polished

BIZARRO®
fino grey marbled

•

•

•

communication design.
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Lavish elegance

NUEVA® paving brings great style to terraces and outdoor
spaces. Its extravagant formats create space and openness.
Subtle, natural colours and its straight-lined, narrow joints
underline the simple objectivity of stylish architecture
around the house.

NUEVA® ferro plain grey 100/100/8 cm
102

Large-scale paving slab | NUEVA®

NUEVA® ferro plain grey 40/20/8 cm and plain anthracite 20/10/8 cm
103

NUEVA® ferro plain anthracite 20/20/8 and 20/10/8 cm
104

Large-scale paving slab | NUEVA®

EVERYTHING. FITS. TOGETHER.

Material
Going barefoot is fun with NUEVA

®

Discover the NUEVA® design concept (see p. 109)

ferro paving. The facing layer is

and design paths and spaces around your house

blasted with tiny stainless steel balls

in one go!

in a painstaking finishing process. In
this way, the natural stone pieces are
exposed and smoothed at the same
time (see also p. 314).

NUEVA® ferro plain grey 60/40/8 cm
105

Tip

Not all stone is suitable for eve-

ry laying pattern. The format and size of
the stone play a decisive role. The wide
range of formats in NUEVA® makes a
great variety of laying patterns possible.

01
01 NUEVA® pure nero 80/40/8, 60/40/8, 40/40/8 and 40/20/8 cm
106

02

02 NUEVA® ferro plain sandstone 30/20/8 cm

Large-scale paving slab | NUEVA®

NUEVA® pure nero 80/40/8, 60/40/8, 40/40/8 and 40/20/8 cm Roman bond
107

120/60/8

60/60/8

100/100/8

80/40/8

30/30/8

30/15/8

20/20/8

10/10/8

NUEVA® ferro plain anthracite 60/40/8 cm
108

•
heat-treated

NUEVA®
pure nero

heat-treated

NUEVA®
pure bianco

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

20/10/8

40/40/8

40/20/8

60/30/8

30/20/8

60/40/8

Large-scale paving slab | NUEVA®

Details
· heat-treated surface (pure)
· finely roughened surface (ferro)
· with micro-chamfer
· unique variety of formats for countless
laying variations
· non-slip and -slide

p.

Lawnliner

p. 184

54

Steps

p. 202

Walls

p. 248

100/100/8 cm

•

•

•

supplementary products
Slabs

120/60/8 cm

•

80/40/8 cm

•

60/40/8 cm

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

60/60/8 cm

40/40/8 cm

•
•

40/20/8 cm

•

30/20/8 cm

•

20/20/8 cm

•

•

20/10/8 cm

shot-blasted

NUEVA®
ferro plain sandstone

10/10/8 cm

shot-blasted

NUEVA®
ferro plain anthracite •

30/15/8 cm

•

•

30/30/8 cm

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
shot-blasted

NUEVA®
ferro plain grey

shot-blasted

NUEVA®
ferro granite grey

shot-blasted

NUEVA®
ferro plain silver

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

60/30/8 cm
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Harmonious trio

MOLINA® opens new perspectives for the creative design of
house entrances, terraces and paths. What sets MOLINA®
apart is its velvet-like matt surface, finely-tuned colour spectrum and elegant, straight-lined design.

MOLINA® velvet granite dark large-scale paving system
110

Multi-stone system | MOLINA®

MOLINA® velvet granite light, medium and dark large- and small-scale paving system
111

MOLINA® silco limestone medium large-scale paving system and NOVOLINE® linear DTI100 sandstone
112

Multi-stone system/paving slabs | MOLINA®

Tip

The three very finely graded colours

in the MOLINA® range are outstandingly
suited to being laid together.

MOLINA® silco limestone light, medium and dark small- and large-scale paving system
113

EVERYTHING. FITS. TOGETHER.
Discover the MOLINA® design concept (see p.
119) and design paths and spaces around your
house in one go!

MOLINA® velvet granite dark small-scale paving system and KLASSIKLINE linear grey-black shaded course masonry
114

Multi-stone system/paving slabs | MOLINA®

MOLINA® velvet granite light, medium and dark large-scale paving system
115

MOLINA® velvet granite light, medium and dark large-scale paving system and ALLAN BLOCK® shell limestone shades
116

Multi-stone system/paving slabs | MOLINA®

Laying
The MOLINA® multi-stone system is available in ten smallscale and three medium or large stone sizes. Despite the
variety of forms it is very easy to lay. Due to the different
lengths of stones, any path width desired can be realised
without the effort of cutting. MOLINA® can be laid as a
single size or as a combination of large and small slabs.

01

02

01 MOLINA® velvet granite dark large-scale paving system

02 MOLINA® elvet granite dark large-scale paving system
117

60/30/8

45/30/8

30/30/8

60/15/8

60/15/8

60/15/8

60/15/8

60/30/8

45/30/8

30/30/8

large-scale paving system

45/15/8

30/15/8

45/15/8

45/15/8

30/15/8

30/15/8

30/15/8

60/15/8

30/15/8

30/15/8

60/15/8

60/30/8

medium-scale paving system

60/60/8

MOLINA® velvet granite light, medium and dark small-scale paving system
118

micro-fine blasted

MOLINA®
velvet granite light

•

•

•

•

•

90/60/8

45/15/8
30/30/8

Multi-stone system/paving slabs | MOLINA®

19/15/8

25/15/8

35/15/8

16/15/8

17/15/8

23/15/8

23/15/8

16/15/8

16/15/8

19/15/8

27/15/8

35/15/8

17/15/8

22/15/8

27/15/8

20/15/8

17/15/8

18/15/8

18/15/8

19/15/8

16/15/8

25/15/8

23/15/8

20/15/8

22/15/8

18/15/8

20/15/8

Details
· velvet surface (velvetised)
· brushed silky soft surface (silco)
· without chamfer
· individual stones from the small-, medium- and largescale systems cannot be supplied individually

27/15/8

Also usable as ecopaving with percolation assessment (see from p. 168)!

Laying
Only tamp/vibrate MOLINA® with a lightly vibrating
compactor plate using a paving pad along the length

small-scale paving system

of the stones.

82

•

large-scale paving system 8 cm

•
brushed

MOLINA®
silco limestone dark

brushed

MOLINA®
silco limestone medium

brushed

MOLINA®
silco limestone light

•

60/60/8 cm

micro-fine blasted

90/60/8 cm

•

•

small-scale paving system 8 cm

•

•

•

•

p. 226

•

•

p.

Walls

medium-scale paving system 8 cm

MOLINA®
velvet granite dark

micro-fine blasted

MOLINA®
velvet granite medium

•

•

•

•

•

supplementary products
Slabs
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At one with nature

With DECASTON® you will give the paths and spaces around
your house a brand-new look. The natural colour palette with
harmoniously mixed colours in perfect accord, alongside the
various stone formats, gives the surface an expression of
completely personal design and individual taste.

DECASTON® nativo shell limestone shaded large-scale paving system
120

Multi-stone system/paving slabs | DECASTON®

DECASTON® nativo shell limestone shaded small and large-scale paving system
121

01

122

01 DECASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded medium paving system
02 DECASTON® nativo grey-black shaded large-scale paving system

02

Multi-stone system/paving slabs | DECASTON®

ECOLOGICAL. SUSTAINABLE. GREEN.
In many municipalities, eco-paving slabs are completely or
partially free from waste water charges.
More on this from p. 166.

DECASTON® antique plus brown-beige shades small-scale paving system, KLASSIKLINE antique plus walling and block steps Sandstonebeige shades

123

DECASTON® nativo brown-beige shaded small- and large-scale paving system
124

Mehrsteinsystem/Pflasterplatte | DECASTON®

EVERYTHING. FITS. TOGETHER.
Discover the DECASTON® design concept (see p. 131) and
design paths and spaces around your house in one go!

01

02

01 DECASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded small and large-scale paving system
02 DECASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded large-scale paving system

125

Tip

Paths and drives are not just connec-

tions, are not purely functional, but define
the shape of gardens and make it possible to
experience them holistically. They are a part
of the harmonious overall impression, and
reflect the style of their residents.

DECASTON® nativo grey-black shaded small and large-scale paving system
126

Multi-stone system/paving slabs | DECASTON®

NEW COLOUR
The DECASTON® small-scale paving system antique plus is now available in attractive
light, medium and dark limestone colours.

01

02
01 DECASTON® nativo grey-black shaded large-scale paving system
02 DECASTON® nativo grey-black shaded small and large-scale paving system

127

DECASTON® nativo grey-black shaded 60/60/8 cm
128

Multi-stone system/paving slabs | DECASTON®

Laying
Tamp-only DECASTON® with a lightly vibrating
compactor plate using a paving pad along the
length of the stones.

01

02
01 DECASTON® nativo shell limestone shaded small-scale paving system
02 DECASTON® nativo hell limestone shaded small and large-scale paving system

129

130
30/15/8
30/15/8
60/15/8

•

60/15/8

•

•

30/15/8

•

•

60/30/8
30/15/8

•

•

60/15/8

•

•

•

60/15/8

30/30/8
45/15/8
45/15/8
30/15/8

45/15/8
45/15/8
30/15/8

machine-aged

•

•

•

60/15/8

DECASTON®
antique plus shell limestone shades

•

•

•

60/30/8
60/15/8

natural

DECASTON®
nativo shell limestone shades

•

•

90/60/8

machine-aged

•

large-scale paving

DECASTON®
antique plus grey-black shades

•

•

30/30/8

natural

•

•

45/30/8

DECASTON®
nativo grey-black shades

•

•

30/30/8

machine-aged

•

45/30/8

DECASTON®
antique plus grey

natural

DECASTON®
nativo grey
60/30/8

medium-scale paving

60/60/8

Multi-stone system/paving slabs | DECASTON®

19/15/8

25/15/8

35/15/8

16/15/8

17/15/8

23/15/8

23/15/8

16/15/8

16/15/8

19/15/8

27/15/8

35/15/8

17/15/8

22/15/8

20/15/8

19/15/8

20/15/8

27/15/8

17/15/8

18/15/8

18/15/8

22/15/8

16/15/8

18/15/8

25/15/8

23/15/8

20/15/8

Details
· low rolling noise surface without chamfer (nativo)
· with randomly broken edges (antique plus)
· for striking path-laying we recommend the combination
of large-/medium- and small-scale paving systems

27/15/8

Also usable as eco-paving with seepage assessment (see from p. 170)!
small-scale paving system

NEW

NEW

NEW

supplementary products
Slabs

p.

Lawnliner

p. 184

84

Walls

p. 222

Water wall

p. 274

•

small-scale paving system 8 cm

•

•

medium-scale paving system 8 cm

•

•

large-scale paving system 8 cm

•

•

•

•

small-scale paving system 6 cm

90/60/8 cm

machine-aged

DECASTON®
antique plus limestone dark

machine-aged

DECASTON®
antique plus limestone medium

machine-aged

DECASTON®
antique plus limestone light

machine-aged

DECASTON®
antique plus brown-beige shades

natural

DECASTON®
nativo brown-beige shades

60/60/8 cm
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Exceptionally slim

What is special about DECADO® is its particularly long stone
formats, which suggest parquet in their surface effect. The
four harmonious lengths with two different widths can be
laid seamlessly in rows through simple stone alternation.
DECADO® opens new perspectives for the creative design of
house entrances, terraces and paths.

DECADO® pure nero multi-stone system
132

Multi-stone system | DECADO®

DECADO® pure bianco multi-stone system
133

64/16/8
28/12/8

48/16/8
48/12/8

48/16/8

36/12/8

Avoid cross joints by switching formats

64/16/8

36/12/8

48/12/8

28/12/8

Multi-stone system 8 cm
48/16/8
36/12/8

64/16/8
48/12/8

64/16/8
28/12/8

48/16/8
48/12/8

48/16/8
36/12/8

28/12/8

36/12/8
64/16/8

48/12/8

Multi-stone system type F 12 cm

DECADO® pure bianco multi-stone system
134

28/12/8

Multi-stone system | DECADO®

Laying

Details

Only tamp/vibrate DECADO® with a lightly vibra-

· heat-treated surface (pure)

ting compactor plate using a paving pad along

· 5-stone formats are mixed in layers

the length of the stones.

· low rolling noise from surface
· with chamfer
· can support cars when properly laid

•

Multi-stone system type F 12 cm

heat-treated

•

Multi-stone system 8 cm

DECADO®
pure nero

heat-treated

DECADO®
pure bianco

•

•

· individual stones cannot be supplied
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Simply natural

With clear contours and unprocessed surfaces, CAMPASTON®
proves a good-value surface covering. Subtly shaded colours
and the slender format underline the discreet appearance of
CAMPASTON®.

01
01 CAMPASTON® nativo grey-yellow shades 24/16/8 cm
136

02

02 CAMPASTON® nativo grey-yellow shades 24/16/8 cm

Pa vi n g s la bs | C A M PA STO N ®

CAMPASTON® nativo grey-yellow shades 24/16/8 cm
137

01

138

01 CAMPASTON® nativo Jura limestone shades 24/16/8 cm
02 CAMPASTON® nativo grey-anthracite shades 24/16/8 cm and GRANBLOCK grey

02

Pa vi n g s la bs | C A M PA STO N ®

CAMPASTON® nativo grey-yellow shades 24/16/8 cm
139

140

CAMPASTON® nativo beige-brown shades 24/16/8 cm

natural

CAMPASTON®
nativo grey-yellow shaded

machine-aged

CAMPASTON®
antique plus beige-brown shaded

natural

CAMPASTON®
nativo beige-brown shaded

•

•

•

•

•

•

24/16/8
16/16/8

Pa vi n g s la bs | C A M PA STO N ®

Details
· fine concrete surface
· restrained colour shades
· sharp-edged, without chamfer (nativo) see p. 314
· with randomly broken edges (antique plus) see
p. 314
· for good-value design for paths and outdoor spaces

•

16/16/8 cm

machine-aged

24/16/8 cm

•

NEW

CAMPASTON®
antique plus Jura limestone shaded

•
machine-aged

CAMPASTON®
nativo Jura limestone shaded

•

•
machine-aged

CAMPASTON®
antique plus grey-anthracite shaded

•

•
•
natural

CAMPASTON®
nativo grey-anthracite shaded

machine-aged

CAMPASTON®
antique plus grey-yellow shaded

•

•

NEW
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A timeless classic

In APPIASTON® we have succeeded in reinvigorating an
abundantly rich paving tradition. The paving conveys the
charm of the natural stone of past eras, and encourages creative design with its wide range of shapes. With 24 small and
large formats, choose between laying classic rows or, with a
system mix, natural-looking random patterns.

01

142

02

01 APPIASTON® nativo grey-black shaded small-scale paving system, course- laying
02 APPIASTON® nativo grey-black shaded small- and large-scale paving system and KLASSIKLINE wall antique grey-black shades

Multi-stone system | APPIASTON®

APPIASTON® antique plus grey-black shaded small and large-scale paving system
143

The soft-shell limestone tends towards
tradition, and enhances the natural look of
the stones.
With joint widths of 10 mm, APPIASTON® is
also suitable as a water-permeable ground
covering.

01

144

02

01 APPIASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded small- and large-scale paving system and KLASSIKLINE set wall antique plus
shell limestone shades shaded
02 APPIASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded small- and large-scale paving system

Multi-stone system | APPIASTON®

ECOLOGICAL. SUSTAINABLE. GREEN.
Current assessments prove that our APPIASTON®-branded
water-permeable surfaces, used together with the recommended grading of bedding and joint materials, far exceed the
required minimum value of 270 l/(s x ha).

03

04

03 APPIASTON® shell limestone shaded small-scale paving system, kerbstone: VIASTON® nativo shell limestone shaded
04 APPIASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded small- and large-scale paving system

145

APPIASTON® nativo shell limestone shaded small- and large-scale paving system
146

Multi-stone system | APPIASTON®

Tip

APPIASTON® is best suited for laying in varying

rows or in a random pattern. In this way it can display both straight-line
and playful effects. Because of the large range of compatible formats
you will not need any special laying pattern.

01

02

01 APPIASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded small- and large-scale paving system 02 APPIASTON® antique plus shell
limestone shaded small- and large-scale paving system and KLASSIKLINE wall in linear sandstone-beige shades
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large-scale paving system

16/8/8
16/10/8

18/8/8

small-scale paving system

22/8/8

20/10/8

16/10/8

16/8/8

16/8/8

16/10

16/8/8
22/12/8

18/10/8

20/8/8

20/12/8
12/10

22/8/8

12/10

20/8/8

18/8/8

24/8/8
18/12/8

20/10/8
18/10/8

22/8/8

12/10/8

18/10/8

18/12/8

22/12/8

18/12/8

20/10/8

APPIASTON® nativo shell limestone shaded small- and large-scale paving system
148

12/10/8

20/8/8

16/8/8

22/16/8

28/22/8

20/8/8

20/12/8

16/10/8

20/18/8

22/12/8
22/12/8

28/16/8

22/12/8

22/8/8

24/8/8

24/18/8

22/22/8

20/20/8

20/12/8

18/12/8

28/18/8

28/16/8

24/20/8

22/16/8

20/18/8

18/8/8

22/20/8

28/20/8

22/22/8

20/16/8

20/20/8

16/16/8

18/16/8

28/22/8

22/16/8

20/16/8

22/8/8

16/10/8

16/8/8

12/10/8 16/8/8

16/10/8

22/8/8

22/8/8

Multi-stone system | APPIASTON®

Details
· convex surface
· sharp edges, without chamfer (nativo)
· stones are aged in a special process (antique plus)
· 12 or 14 different stone sizes are mixed in layers
· for striking rows and random patterns we recommend a combination of large and small slabs
· can also be used as eco-paving with a 10 mm gap
· save water drainage charges
· individual stones from the small and large-scale systems are not

•
•

small-scale paving system 8 cm

machine-aged

large-scale paving system 8 cm

APPIASTON®
antique plus shell limestone shades

•
natural

APPIASTON®
nativo shell limestone shades

•

•
•
machine-aged

APPIASTON®
antique plus grey-black shades

natural

APPIASTON®
nativo grey-black shades

•

•

supplied individually
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Natural variety

Numerous shapes and varied but harmonised colours allow
for individual design ideas. VIASTON® entices with its lively
play of colours and very natural tones.

01

150

02

01 VIASTON® nativo nativo shell limestone shaded 17.5/17.5/8 cm and KLASSIKLINE block step shell limestone shaded
02 VIASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded multi-stone system

Multi-stone system | VIASTON®

VIASTON® antique plus brown-beige shaded multi-stone system
151

VIASTON® nativo shell limestone shaded multi-stone system
152

Multi-stone system | VIASTON®

Because of its low roll resistance, VIASTON® offers high
walking and driving comfort, and so is the perfect
surface for wheelchairs, walkers, bicycles and prams.

01

02

01 VIASTON® anthracite 17.5/17.5/8 cm and DECASTON® nativo grey-black shaded small-scale paving system
02 VIASTON® nativo grey 21/17.5/8 cm

153

Tip

Winding paths convey a romantic,

natural look. They conceal the end from
direct view, and so seem more enigmatic
than straight paths.

01

154

02

01 VIASTON® nativo shell limestone 21/17.5/8 cm and KLASSIKLINE wall linear shell limestone shaded
02 VIASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded multi-stone system and KLASSIKLINE wall linear shell limestone shaded

Multi-stone system | VIASTON®

VIASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded 17.5/17.5/8 cm and KLASSIKLINE wall antique plus shell limestone shaded
155

Unmistakeable

In the VIASTON® multi-stone system three stone sizes are
pre-mixed, lending the surface an organic appearance.

01

156

02

01 VIASTON® antique plus brown-beige shaded multi-stone system
02 VIASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded multi-stone system and KLASSIKLINE block step linear shell limestone shaded

Multi-stone system | VIASTON®

Tip

Path borders can be created with

edging stones, palisades or paving slabs.
Bordered edges generate a perfect overall
image, and separate paving from flower beds
and lawns.

VIASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded multi-stone system
157

21/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8 17.5/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

21/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8 17.5/17.5/8 17.5/17.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

21/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/
10.5/
8

17.5/10.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

21/17.5/8
21/17.5/10
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•
•
•
natural

VIASTON®
nativo grey-black shades

natural

VIASTON®
nativo anthracite

machine-aged

VIASTON®
antique plus grey

natural

VIASTON®
nativo grey

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

multi-stone system

Multi-stone system/paving slabs | VIASTON®

Details
· low rolling noise surface without chamfer (nativo)
· with randomly broken edges (antique plus)
· fine concrete surface
· colours without shading, can be machine-laid
· individual stones can be combined as desired

•

21/17.5/8 cm

•

17.5/17.5/8 cm

•

17.5/10.5/8 cm

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

· from p. 190 as eco-paving, too

multi-stone system thickness 8 cm
21/17.5/10 cm

machine-aged

VIASTON®
antique plus shell limestone shades

natural

VIASTON®
nativo shell limestone shades

machine-aged

VIASTON®
antique plus brown-beige shades

natural

VIASTON®
nativo brown-beige shades

machine-aged

VIASTON®
antique plus grey-black shades

17.5/10/10 cm
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Naturally beautiful

CREASTON® ensures exhilarating presentation around the
house. Its irregular joints and variety of stone formats allow
for individual and expressive laying variations. Whether in
straight rows or an irregular pattern – CREASTON® exudes a
creative note wherever it is laid.

01

160

02

01 CREASTON® nativo shell limestone shaded and KLASSIKLINE wall linear shell limestone shaded raised bed
02 CREASTON® nativo shell limestone shaded

Multi-stone system | CREASTON®

Details
· low rolling noise from surface (nativo)
· with randomly broken edges (antique plus)
· fine concrete surface
· 4 different stone sizes (multi-stone system)
· formats cannot be delivered individually

21.5/13/8

19/13/8

13/13/8 15.5/13/8
19/13/8
15.5/13/8
21.5/13/8
19/13/8

19/13/8

19/13/8

21.5/13/8
19/13/8

15.5/13/8

21.5/13/8

13/13/8

19/13/8
15.5/13/8

15.5/13/8
19/13/8

19/13/8

21.5/13/8

15.5/13/8 13/13/8

19/13/8

15.5/13/8

15.5/13/8

21.5/13/8

19/13/8

19/13/8

19/13/8

19/13/8

15.5/13/8

13/13/8 15.5/13/8

13/13/8 15.5/13/8

19/13/8

19/13/8

19/13/8

13/13/8

13/13/8

21.5/13/8

•

multi-stone system 8 cm

machine-aged

CREASTON®
antique plus shell limestone shades

natural

CREASTON®
nativo s hell limestone shades

•

multi-stone system

CREASTON® antique plus shell limestone shades
161

162

Ecological paving
168

MOLINA®

170

DECASTON®

172

BOCCA®

176

DRAINSTON®

182

GEOSTON® protect

184

Lawnliner

190

VIASTON® spaced paving

194

LUNIX®

196

GREENSTON® maxx

163

Simply trickle away
We owe it to nature
Surfaces are increasingly being sealed, placing a
heavy strain on our environment in the form of
flooding, sinking water tables and the desiccated climate of our cities.
For more on this, request our practical guidebook: Rainwater at anfrage@godelmann.de.
This brochure will provide you with information
on all aspects of rainwater percolation with
water-permeable paving on your own property.

164

The rainwater cycle

Evaporation

Storage

water-permeable paving systems and methods as long as 30 years ago. The result
is a diversified range of products that are both technically and aesthetically satis-

Percolation

As specialists in ecological construction, we began to concentrate on developing
natural
water cycle

Grundwa
Schadst

fying. For further information go to our special site www.ecosave-protect.de

Our ECOSAVE® paving systems protect and support the natural water cycle.

Surface percolation
Paving systems with the ECOSAVE® seal allow rainwater to trickle away right where it
falls. In this way, the natural water cycle is supported and surface run-off is reduced.

ECOSAVE® systems drain through:
· Chamber/percolation openings
· broad joints

ECOSAVE®

· porous aggregates in the paving

Surface percolation with groundwater protection
The latest development from our company are surface percolation systems with
groundwater protection: ECOSAVE® protect

Because the percolation performance of eco-paving is no longer the decisive factor
– much more important is the quality of the water. ECOSAVE® protect reliably and
securely filters harmful substances out of rainwater before these can infiltrate the
groundwater. It’s certainly a good thing when you think that we get almost 70% of
our precious drinking water from the ground. With ECOSAVE® protect you too can
make an active contribution to groundwater protection and clean drinking water.

165

The split drainage charge
Germany’s “split drainage charge” (Gesplittete
Abwassergebühr) consists of charges for sewage
and for surface water. The surface water charge is
calculated by the size of the built-up and sealed
area. The exact charge calculation depends on local
statutes and differs according to municipality. Ask
your local authority about the relevant costs!

The introduction of the split drainage charge places new
demands on cities, municipalities and property and buil-

Save money
with eco-paving

ding owners. One thing is certain: when remodelling spaces
around your house and garden you can save hard cash by
choosing the right surface paving.

That’s because in most municipalities eco-paving is fully
or partially exempt from the surface water charge. Find out
beforehand about your options for making an active contribution to improving the percolation performance of your
surfaces. We will be glad to support you
in choosing the right surface paving. Our
wide-ranging assortment allows
solutions for a wide variety of
requirements and spaces such
as parking spaces, carports and
driveways. Products in the ECOSAVE®
brand unite design and functionality: elegant
surfaces, natural colours and varied shapes and
formats.
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ECOSAVE®
Current assessments prove that our water-permeable paving with the ECOSAVE® seal* far
out-performs the required minimum value of 270 l/(s x ha)!
*when using the recommended grade of bedding and joint materials

Percolation performance in
Product

Joint width

Percolation area/m2

Discharge1)

Concrete surfaces with 100% through-flow (1.5 x 10-5 ≤ kf ≤ 10 x 10-5 m/s)
GEOSTON® protect3)
3 - 5 mm
100 %
0
DRAINSTON® protect3)
7 - 9 mm
100 %
0
Lawn grille stones
VIASTON® spaced paving
26 mm
approx. 30 %
15
SCADA® Lawnliner
35 mm
approx. 37 %
15
SCADA® Lawnliner panel
42 mm
approx. 52 %
15
GREENSTON® maxx
opening
approx. 42 %
15
approx.
39
%
permeable
space
opening
15
LUNIX® without filler stone
approx. 57 % green area
interlocking paving slabs with gaps, percolating stones
NUEVA®/DECASTON® Lawnliner
30 mm
15 %
25
SCADA® LAWNLINER
30 mm
20 %
25
Paving with open joints
DECASTON®/MOLINA®2)
4 mm
approx. 4.9 %
30
APPIASTON®2)
10 mm
approx. 11 %
30
BOCCA®
5 mm
approx. 6.0 %
50
VIASTON®2)
4 mm
approx. 4.1 %
30
VIASTON® spaced paving
13 mm
approx. 15 %
50
VIASTON® multi-stone system 6 mm
6 mm
approx. 7.1 %
50
1)
2)

3)

(=ψm 0.00)
(=ψm 0.00)
(=ψm 0.15)
(=ψm 0.15)
(=ψm 0.15)
(=ψm 0.15)
(=ψm 0.15)
(=ψm 0.25)
(=ψm 0.25)
(=ψm 0.30)
(=ψm 0.30)
(=ψm 0.50)
(=ψm 0.30)
(=ψm 0.50)
(=ψm 0.50)

In accordance with datasheet DWA-M 153 (08:2007).
These products have an expert assessment of the specific percolation performance of a waterpermeable paving system (see HydroCon GmbH test report).
These products have the general building inspectorate approval of the DIBt Berlin.

Eco-paving systematically channels the rainwater that falls on it into the substructure of the
surface. Not every ground type is suitable for this ecological building technique. Ground with
too much clay content or which for other reasons is poor at absorbing and draining water is
not suitable for the creation of actively percolating surfaces.
It is therefore of great importance to find out about the soil composition as early as possible.
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Living variety

The MOLINA® small-scale paving system combines many
positive qualities. With six colours and 10 formats it is
particularly appealing. With a joint width of 5 - 6 mm it can
be laid as eco-paving when a suitable joint material is used.

MOLINA® velvet granite light and medium small-scale paving system
168

Drain-jointed paving | MOLINA®

19/15/8

25/15/8

35/15/8

16/15/8

17/15/8

23/15/8

23/15/8

16/15/8

16/15/8

19/15/8

27/15/8

35/15/8

17/15/8

22/15/8

18/15/8

18/15/8

27/15/8

20/15/8

17/15/8

19/15/8

20/15/8

22/15/8

16/15/8

· without chamfer

18/15/8

25/15/8

23/15/8

Details
· velvet surface

20/15/8

You can find detailed information on colours and surfaces in the main overview on p. 119.

27/15/8

ECOLOGICAL. SUSTAINABLE. GREEN.
Current assessments prove that our
MOLINA®-brand water-permeable surfaces,
used together with the recommended
grading of bedding and joint materials, far
exceed the required minimum value of
270 l/(s x ha).

MOLINA® velvet granite light and medium
small-scale paving system
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At one with nature

The DECASTON® small-scale paving system combines many
positive qualities. With five colours and 10 formats it is particularly appealing. With a joint width of 5 - 6 mm it can be laid
as eco-paving when a suitable joint material is used.

DECASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded small-scale paving system
170

Drain-jointed paving | DECASTON®

19/15/8

25/15/8

35/15/8

16/15/8

17/15/8

23/15/8

23/15/8

16/15/8

16/15/8

19/15/8

27/15/8

35/15/8

17/15/8

22/15/8

18/15/8

18/15/8

27/15/8

20/15/8

17/15/8

19/15/8

20/15/8

22/15/8

16/15/8

· with randomly broken edges (antique plus)

18/15/8

25/15/8

23/15/8

Details
· low rolling noise surface without chamfer (nativo)

20/15/8

You can find detailed information on colours and surfaces in the main overview on p. 131.

27/15/8

ECOLOGICAL. SUSTAINABLE. GREEN.
Current assessments prove that our
DECASTON®-branded water-permeable
surfaces, when used with the recommended
grading of bedding and joint materials, far
exceed the required minimum value of
270 l/(s x ha).

DECASTON® antique plus brown-beige shades
small-scale paving system
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With rounded edges

Strikingly structured surfaces and lively spacing patterns
are the hallmarks of high-quality design, inspired by typical
natural stone paving. The colouring of the paving slabs is
unique: Five natural colours allow for perfect combinations,
but also work wonderfully on their own. BOCCA® antique
plus looks like it has been aged by nature itself – the stone
edges are randomly broken.

BOCCA® antique granite grey, Jura yellow and chalk-white 21/14/8 cm
172

D ra i n - jo i n t e d p a vi n g | B O CC A ®

ECOLOGICAL. SUSTAINABLE. GREEN.
Current assessments prove that our BOCCA®-branded waterpermeable surfaces, when used with the recommended
grading of bedding and joint materials, far exceed the
required minimum value of 270 l/(s x ha).

BOCCA® antique plus granite grey, gravel grey and Jura yellow 21/14/8 cm
173

BOCCA® antique plus granite grey, Jura yellow and chalk-white 21/14/8 cm
174

D ra i n - jo i n t e d p a vi n g | B O CC A ®

21/14/8

Details

14/14/8

· tumbled surface and broken edges (antique)
· structured, convex surface
· natural colours
· with hidden attached spacer blocks

Rainwater trickles into the ground

· with irregular edge contours

through the drain joints when a

· permeable paving system of densely structured concrete

special bedding and joint material

(joint width 7 - 11 mm)

•
•

14/14/8 cm

tumbled surface and edges

21/14/8 cm

BOCCA®
antique plus chalk white

•
tumbled surface and edges

BOCCA®
antique plus Jura yellow

•

•
tumbled surface and edges

BOCCA®
antique plus basalt anthracite

•

•
•
tumbled surface and edges

BOCCA®
antique plus gravel grey

tumbled surface and edges

BOCCA®
antique plus granite grey

•

•

is used.
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Simply trickles away

DRAINSTON® is an attractive design paving whose ecological function is not apparent because of its narrow jointing.
DRAINSTON® drains falling rainwater via its joints and integrated horizontal and vertical channels. The new DRAINSTON®
multi-stone system is available in four attractive colours.

DRAINSTON® laying pattern 01

DRAINSTON® laying pattern 05

DRAINSTON® nativo shell limestone shaded 20/20/8 cm
176

Drain-jointed paving | DRAINSTON®

DRAINSTON® nativo shell limestone shaded multi-stone system and KLASSIKLINE kerbstone shell limestone shaded 80/7.5/26.5 cm
177

DRAINSTON® protect nativo grey 20/20/8 cm
178

Drain-jointed paving | DRAINSTON®

The “protect” stands for water-permeable concrete
paving slabs with additional pollutant filters.
This feature has led to DRAINSTON® protect being
nominated for the following awards:

01

02

01 DRAINSTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded multi-stone system 02 DRAINSTON® protect nativo grey multi-stone system
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20/20/8

30/20/8

20/20/8

30/20/8

20/20/8

30/20/8

20/20/8

30/20/8

20/10/8
20/10/8
20/10/8
20/10/8
20/10/8
20/10/8
20/10/8
20/10/8

30/20/8

20/20/8

30/20/8

20/20/8

30/20/8

20/20/8

30/20/8

20/20/8

30/20/8
30/20/10

20/20/8
20/20/10

20/10/8(10)

individual stones
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DRAINSTON® protect nativo grey 20/20/8 cm and
GRANBLOCK® grey 100/48/25 cm

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

natural

DRAINSTON®
nativo shell limestone
shades

•
natural

DRAINSTON®
nativo anthracite

natural

DRAINSTON®
nativo grey

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

multi-stone system

Drain-jointed paving | DRAINSTON®

Details
· unprocessed surface (nativo)
· machine-aged surface (antique plus)
· finely roughened surface (ferro)
· with micro-chamfer
· Drainage via horizontal and vertical channelling system
(except in half-stone)
· DRAINSTON®: Current assessments confirm water permeability when used with the recommended grading of bedding
and joint materials.

•

multi-stone system thickness 8 cm

•

20/20/8 cm

•

20/10/8 cm (without drainage system)

•

•

•

•

30/20/8 cm

•

•

•

Surface-related infiltration rate: > 270 l/(s x ha).

30/20/10 cm
20/20/10 cm

shot-blasted

DRAINSTON®
ferro plain anthracite

shot-blasted

DRAINSTON®
ferro plain grey

machine-aged

DRAINSTON®
antique plus grey-black
shaded

natural

DRAINSTON®
nativo grey-black shaded

machine-aged

DRAINSTON®
antique plus shell limestone
shades

20/10/10 cm (without drainage system)
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Protected but open for rainfall

The ecological GEOSTON® protect stone system with general
building approval offers the ideal basis for numerous building tasks using permeable paving. The addition of “protect”
represents porous aggregate paving slabs with additional
pollutant filters.

GEOSTON® protect nativo grey 30/20/8 cm
182

Porous aggregate stone | GEOSTON® protect

General building approval from the DIBt has given
30/20/8

20/20/8

cities, municipalities and private property owners
good reason to use water-permeable paving. Their

20/10/8

performance in permeability and pollutant retenti-

Tip

•
•

20/20/8 cm

•

20/10/8 cm

natural

30/20/8 cm

GEOSTON® protect
nativo anthracite

natural

GEOSTON® protect
nativo grey

•

•

•

on is proven.

GEOSTON® protect is highly recommended for use

in courtyards, parking spaces and driveways. In many places,
ecological surface coverings are encouraged by the state. Find
out from your own relevant authority.
GEOSTON® protect nativo grey 20/20/8 and 20/10/8 cm
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Straight lines

With the Lawnliner, linear surfaces can enter into lively
dialogue with building architecture. It is available as a
standard unprocessed surface or to match NUEVA® or
DECASTON® surfaces. Spaces can be greened if needed,
or filled with basalt chippings. In this way you can always set
a meaningful ecological tone.

01

184

02

01 NUEVA® Lawnliner ferro plain grey 30/20/8 cm with basalt chips and NUEVA® ferro plain grey 30/20/8 and 20/20/8 cm
02 NUEVA® Lawnliner ferro plain anthracite 30/20/8 cm with basalt chips

Spaced lawn paving | Lawnliner

DECASTON® Lawnliner nativo grey-black shades 30/20/8 cm
185

NUEVA® Lawnliner ferro plain anthracite with basalt chips and NUEVA® ferro plain anthracite 40/20/8 cm
186

Spaced lawn paving | Lawnliner

01

02

01 SCADA® Lawnliner panel nativo grey 40/40/12 and 40/20/12 cm with 42 mm gap width
02 SCADA® Lawnliner nativo grey 40/10/12 cm with 35 mm gap width
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30 mm
40/20/8

170 mm

35 mm
65 mm

40/10/12

SCADA® Lawnliner
30 mm
30/20/8

42 mm

170 mm

358 mm

NUEVA®/DECASTON® Lawnliner

01

188

02

01 SCADA® Lawnliner panel nativo grey 40/40/12 cm
02 DECASTON® Lawnliner nativo shell limestone shaded 30/20/8 cm

natural

SCADA® Lawnliner
nativo grey

•

•

SCADA® Lawnliner panel 42 mm
5 pc. 40/40/12 cm and 2 pc. 40/20/12 cm

Spaced lawn paving | Lawnliner

Details
· unprocessed surface (nativo)
· finely roughened surface (ferro)
· drainage via linear spacing
· Gaps are filled with permeable, steadily filtering material, to

•

30/20/8 cm (30 mm gap)

•

•

40/20/8 cm (30 mm gap)

•

•
•

•

•

optimise the water percolation rate.

panel (42 mm gap)

natural

DECASTON® Lawnliner
nativo shell limestone shaded

natural

DECASTON® Lawnliner
nativo grey-black shaded

natural

DECASTON® Lawnliner
nativo grey

shot-blasted

NUEVA® Lawnliner
ferro plain anthracite

shot-blasted

NUEVA® Lawnliner
ferro plain grey

40/10/12 cm (35 mm gap)
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Green joints

Integrated spacers are the secret of VIASTON® spaced paving.
Whether planted or gravelled, the ecological VIASTON®
spaced paving system always ensures a living, permeable
space. Through its high load-bearing capacity it is ideal in
designs for all courtyard and garage entrances, as well as for
carports.

01

190

02

01 VIASTON® antique plus shell limestone shades multi-stone system with 6 mm joint
02 VIASTON® spaced paving nativo shell limestone shades 21/17.5/10 cm with 26 mm lawn space

Spaced lawn paving | VIASTON® spaced paving

VIASTON® spaced paving nativo grey 21/17.5/8 cm with 26 mm lawn space
191

192

VIASTON® spaced paving nativo grey 17.5/17.5/8 cm with 13 mm

natural

VIASTON® spaced paving
nativo anthracite

natural

VIASTON® spaced paving
nativo grey

•

•

•

•

•

•

21/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8 17.5/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

Details
· unprocessed surface (nativo)
· machine-aged surface (antique plus)
· drainage into surrounding spaces

21/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8 17.5/17.5/8 17.5/17.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

21/17.5/8
17.5/10.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

17.5/17.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

21/17.5/8

17.5/10.5/8

Spaced lawn paving | VIASTON® spaced paving

· use the bedding and spacing material recommended for the
best permeability!
· use the bedding and spacing material recommended for the
best permeability!

26.25/17.5/8

5 mm joint

13 mm joint

17.5/17.5/8

13 mm joint

21/17.5/10

26 mm joint

multi-stone system 8 cm (6 mm joint)

•

21/17.5/8

•

•

•

•

multi-stone system with 6 mm joint

26.25/17.5/8 cm (13 mm joint)
21/17.5/8 cm (5 mm joint)
17.5/17.5/8 cm (13 mm joint)

machine-aged

VIASTON® spaced paving
antique plus shell limestone shaded

natural

VIASTON® spaced paving
nativo shell limestone shaded

machine-aged

VIASTON® spaced paving
antique plus grey-black shaded

natural

VIASTON® spaced paving
nativo grey-black shaded

machine-aged

VIASTON® spaced paving
antique plus grey

21/17.5/10 cm (26 mm joint)
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Verdant green

Ecology and design come together in LUNIX®. Playful organic
forms and the successful interaction of concrete with natural
lawn elements set this design by the renowned design studio
Oï apart.

01
01 LUNIX® nativo grey paving panel with lawn
194

02

02 LUNIX® nativo grey paving panel with chippings

Chambered lawn stone | LUNIX®

LUNIX® is a landmark in modern architectural language.
Its copyrighted design consists of four identically sized,
rectangular stones with different arrangements of spots.
This enables countless repeating or random patterns.
The collection is rounded off by filler stones, which not only
allow paths to be created, but also mosaic-style patterns.

Paving arrangement of four different slabs, thickness 12 cm

•
natural

filler stone Ø 10 / thickness 12 cm

LUNIX®
nativo grey

Paving panel 60/45/12 cm

•

Filler stone

Details
· LUNIX® can be combined with lawn, gravel
or filler stones
· free arrangement of the stones for varied patterns
· maximum lawn proportion of approx. 57%
· individual stones cannot be delivered separately
(except filler stones)
195

Green shows through

The large-format GREENSTON® maxx lawn grille panel lets
shots of green sprout through. In the spacious 6.5 x 6.5 cm
lawn compartments, grass can grow and rain can filter away
(vegetation surface approx. 42%). With a suitable vegetation substrate the grass cannot dry out and a thick, verdant
surface will spring up.

GREENSTON® maxx nativo grey
196

Chambered lawn stone | GREENSTON® maxx

Details
· unprocessed surface (nativo)
· use the bedding and spacing material recommended for the
best permeability!
· 42% proportion of permeable joint or vegetation area
· gaps are filled with permeable, steadily filtering material to
optimise the water percolation rate.

Stone layout

natural

GREENSTON® maxx
nativo grey

•

Stone layout (40/40/10 and 40/20/10 cm) 5 full stones and
2 half stones per layout, thickness 10 cm.

· Single stones cannot be delivered individually.

Laying
We recommend a compost/brick rubble
substrate mix for laying. Special, resilient
grass types ensure longterm greening.
GREENSTON® maxx nativo grey
197
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Steps and platforms
200

Steps and platforms

210

MASSIMO® Decking block step

212

NOVOLINE® Block step

214

KLASSIKLINE Block step

199

Create junctions

The steps and platforms from our factory allow harmonious
overall designs that leave a long-lasting impression. Colour
and surface requirements, as well as special sizes, can be
tailored to your needs and requirements. The elements
consist of self-compacting, high-performance concrete.

01

200

02

01 Factory block step exposed concrete light grey and MASSIMO® light dark grey 100/100/6 cm
02 Factory block step exposed concrete grey

Steps and pedestals | Manufacture

EVERYTHING. FITS. TOGETHER.
In our factory we also make steps, pedestals etc. to
individual measurements. They go with our brands
MASSIMO®, NUEVA® and MOLINA®

Factory block step exposed concrete light grey
201

Factory block step ferro plain grey 300/40/15 cm, factory platform ferro plain grey 300/125/15 cm and GRANBLOCK® grey
202

Steps and pedestals | Manufacture

Production
Self-compacting concrete – also known as SC concrete –
discharges air independently, unlike ordinary concretes that
require vibration. This makes it a perfect material for surfaces
with high demands in terms of appearance, durability and
design.

01

02

01 Factory corner step ferro granite grey

02 Factory block step platform ferro granite grey 290/145/15 cm
203

Factory platform
Individually made to measure
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Factory corner step
standard sizes*
150/33/17 cm
125/33/17 cm
100/33/17 cm

Factory block step
standard sizes*
150/35/14.8 cm
125/35/14.8 cm
100/35/14.8 cm
75/35/14.8 cm
50/35/14.8 cm

Factory corner block step
co
steprner bl
90° ock

Corner bl

ock step
13

5°

*Individual measurements on request

Factory radial block step ferro plain anthracite
204

Steps and pedestals | Manufacture

Production

Details

Steps and platform from our factory

· Manufactured from self-compacting concrete

are hand-finished unique creations.

· Standard measurements available for corner and block

Colour and structural deviation from

steps, otherwise format free to choose

slabs and paving may occur because of

· chamfer as desired

different production processes.

· extra options as desired
· Tread surface, riser and head end in exposed concrete or

•

platform

•

corner platform

•

corner step

•

block step

•

corner block step

Special formats and
other surfaces and
colours on request

•
•
•
•
•
concrete colour as desired

ferro

shot-blasted SC concrete

concrete colour as desired

Exposed concrete

smooth-finished SC

•

•

•

•

•

ferro

205

01

206

01 Block step NUEVA® ferro granite grey and NUEVA® ferro granite grey 20/20/8 cm
02 Block step NUEVA® ferro plain grey 120/40/15 cm

02

Block steps | Machine production

Block step NUEVA® ferro plain grey 80/40/5 cm and NUEVA® light ferro DTI100 plain grey 80/80/5 cm
207

125/40/15

120/40/15

01
01 Block step NUEVA® ferro plain anthracite
208

80/40/15

100/40/15

02

02 block step nativo grey and ALLAN BLOCK® shell limestone shaded

75/40/15

Block steps | Machine production

Production

Details

These block steps are mass-pro-

· homogeneous tread (nativo)

duced by machine. Under certain

· finely roughened tread and riser (ferro), head end as

conditions, it is possible that there

desired
· matches NUEVA® slabs (p. 54) and paving (p. 102)

will be some colour and structural

•

120/40/15 cm

•

100/40/15 cm

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

125/40/15 cm (nominal size)

•

deviation from slabs and paving.

80/40/15 cm

ferro plain sandstone

shot-blasted

ferro plain anthracite

shot-blasted

ferro plain grey

shot-blasted

natural

nativo anthracite

natural

nativo grey

•

75/40/15 cm (nominal size)
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Harmonious linking

With the MASSIMO® decking block step you are
making more than a flight of stairs. Now, alongside the
decking, you get the steps to match. Here, too, each step is
a hand-made, unique piece. Combine them with each other
and achieve a clear, unified design concept across your
terrace.

MASSIMO® decking block step wood effect grey whitewashed
210

self-compacting concrete

MASSIMO®
wood effect brown whitewashed

self-compacting concrete

MASSIMO®
wood effect beige whitewashed

self-compacting concrete

MASSIMO®
wood effect anthracite whitewashed

self-compacting concrete

MASSIMO®
wood effect grey whitewashed

•

on request
on request
on request

125/35/15 cm

•

Steps and pedestals | MASSIMO® decking block step

125/35/15
100/35/15

MASSIMO® decking

supplementary products

on request
on request
on request

100/35/15 cm

p.
38

211

To the next level

Invite stylish elegance into your home with the NOVOLINE®
block step. With their quick and easy design process, terraces
or entrances can be upgraded step by step. The design of this
modern block step lends your space a unique flavour. Combine these steps with NOVOLINE® walls and NUEVA® slabs and
paving and ensure a confident, unified design.

NOVOLINE® block step DTI100 rustic and wall stones slate
212

®

DUROSAVE deep protection INTRA

rustic, tread-polished with

NOVOLINE®
linear DTI100 grey

•

•

•

•

100/40/15 cm

•

•

•

•

+ unchanged surface

DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

rustic, tread-polished with

NOVOLINE®
linear DTI100 sandstone

®

DUROSAVE deep protection INTRA

rustic, tread-polished with

NOVOLINE®
linear DTI100 slate

®

DUROSAVE deep protection INTRA

rustic, tread-polished with

NOVOLINE®
linear DTI100 chalk

Steps and pedestals | NOVOLINE® block step

SIMPLY. ALWAYS. CLEAN!

+ dirt-repellent
100/40/15
80/40/15

+ sealed from inside

NEW
slab

supplementary products
p.

paving
p. 102

wall
p. 248

80/40/15 cm

54

213

Impressive and inviting

Make more than a mere flight of stairs with these block steps.
With their typical rustic character, matching the KLASSIKLINE
garden wall and KLASSIKLINE palisade perfectly, these block
steps combine perfect form and function. Their bush-hammered
tread ensures a non-slip surface.

01

214

02

01 KLASSIKLINE block step and walling antique plus sandstone-beige shades 02 KLASSIKLINE block step and walling antique plus
sandstone-beige shades and DECASTON® antique plus brown-beige shades small-scale paving system

Steps and pedestals | KLASSIKLINE block step

MEHR BILDER
godelmann-mobile.de/221.html

KLASSIKLINE block steps and wall stone set antique plus shell limestone shaded
215

Product variety
KLASSIKLINE block steps are a perfect
addition to the KLASSIKLINE walls and
palisades. You can also make use of the possibility of combining them with our paving
and terrace slab assortment.

01

216

02

01 KLASSIKLINE block step grey-black shades and APPIASTON® nativo large and small-scale paving system
02 KLASSIKLINE block step grey-black shades and DECASTON® nativo grey-black shades 90/60/8 cm and small-scale paving system

Steps and pedestals | KLASSIKLINE block step

Details
· Size tolerances: length and width ± 1.5 cm due to rustic
100/40/15

sides

40/40/15
80/40/15

supplementary products

•
•

80/40/15 cm

•

40/40/15 cm

p. 256

tread surface bush-hammered

100/40/15 cm

KLASSIKLINE
rustic, shell limestone shades

•
•
•
tread surface bush-hammered

KLASSIKLINE
rustic, sandstone-beige shaded

tread surface bush-hammered

KLASSIKLINE
rustic, grey-black shaded

•

•

•

wall

217
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Free-standing and retaining walls
222

DECALINE

226

MOLINALINE®

230

GARDALINE®

234

ALLAN BLOCK®

242

GRANBLOCK®

248

NOVOLINE®

256

KLASSIKLINE

270

KLASSIKLINE accessories

274

Water wall

219

Wall diversity
What's special about our DECALINE, MOLINALINE® and
GARDALINE® wall systems is that they can be combined
with each other. In this way, new design opportunities and
wall appearances can be created again and again.
DECALINE, MOLINALINE® and GARDALINE® belong to our
decorative wall ranges, and can be built up to 120 cm in
height. The stone sizes of the three walls are identical.
However, each wall system also has its own unmistakeable
character:

DECALINE – lively colours, rough surfaces

MOLINALINE® – soft colours, rustic surfaces

GARDALINE® – natural colours, smooth surfaces

220

NEW

MIX & MATCH

And here’s the thing! You can combine them just
40/20/20

30/20/20

20/20/20

40/20/10

30/20/10

20/20/10

the way you like. Just like the slogan:
MIX & MATCH.
Choose a basic colour and combine the different
surface structures together.

MOLINALINE® antique plus DTI100 limestone light, medium and dark and DECALINE antique plus DTI100 shell limestone shaded set 20
and set 10

221

Individual character

Our DECALINE wall system is also suitable for inexperienced
hobby masons. With a little bit of manual dexterity you can
plan and build your wall with great ease using just six stone
formats.

01

222

02

01 DECALINE linear DTI100 grey-black shades set 20 and set 10 coursed stonework
02 DECALINE antique plus DTI100 shell limestone shades set 20 and set 10 uncoursed masonry and water wall

Garden walls | DECALINE

EVERYTHING. FITS. TOGETHER.

SIMPLY. ALWAYS. CLEAN!

Discover the DECASTON design con-

+ dirt-repellent

cept (see p. 131), and design paths and

+ unchanged surface

spaces around your house in one go!

+ sealed from inside

®

DECALINE antique plus DTI100 grey-black shaded set 20 and 10 uncoursed masonry with coping
223

DECALINE set 20 (individual stones not supplied) set 20 starting stones
40/20/20

30/20/20

20/20/20

DECALINE set 10 (individual stones not supplied) set 10 starting stones

radial stones

30/20/10

20/20/10

coping stones with drip groove
0/
30
10

.5
/7

5
/2

34

/7
.5

40/20/10

DECALINE linear DTI100 grey-black shaded set 20 and set 10 coursed stonework
224

Garden walls | DECALINE

MIX & MATCH

Details

Mix and match DECALINE, MOLINA-

· front and back sides rustic

LINE® and GARDALINE® and put your

· upper/lower and sides smooth-finished

walls together as you wish (see p. 220).

· linear (rustic surface, sharp edge contours)
· antique plus (rustic surface, broken edge contours)
· special surface protection with DTI100
· starting stones available
· coping stones available with bush-hammered surface
· measurement tolerances in length and height of ± 0.5 cm and
width of± 3.0 cm cannot be avoided

Build recommendation
· KLASSIKLINE masonry mortar for mortared walls
· Thin-bed mortar for slender joints
· Crown adhesive for coping stones

p. 274

wall stone set 20
wall stone set 10
radial stone 20 cm height
radial stone 10 cm height

KLASSIKLINE coping stone

DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

rustic surface, broken edge contours

DECALINE
antique plus DTI100
shell limestone shaded

DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

rustic surface, sharp edge contours

•

•

•

p. 184

water wall

•

Lawnliner

•

84

•

•

p. 120

coping stone 100/30/7.5 cm

DECALINE
linear DTI100
shell limestone shaded

DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

p.

paving

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
rustic surface, broken edge contours

DECALINE
antique plus DTI100
grey-black shaded

DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

rustic surface, sharp edge contours

DECALINE
linear DTI100
grey-black shaded

•

•

•

•

•

•

supplementary products
slabs
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Just as nature intended

To match the new limestone tones of MOLINA®, the MOLINALINE® walling system has been developed to round off the
design family. The individual limestone shades are lightly
shadowed, and merge naturally with each other.
They catch the eye in any garden, whether laid individually
or mixed.

01

226

02

01 MOLINALINE® antique plus DTI100 limestone light and medium set 20 and set 10 with water wall
02 MIX & MATCH: MOLINALINE® antique plus DTI100 limestone all colours and GARDALINE® antique plus sandstone shaded set 20 and set 10

Garden walls | MOLINALINE®

MOLINALINE® antique plus DTI100 limestone all three colours set 20 and set 10 and GABANO® wood-effect silco sand grey light
80/40/5 cm

227

MOLINALINE® set 20 (individual stones not supplied) set 20 starting stones
40/20/20

30/20/20

20/20/20

MOLINALINE® set 10 (individual stones not supplied) set 10 starting stones
40/20/10

30/20/10

20/20/10

Radial stones

40

/2
8

/5

Coping stones with drip groove and spacer

MOLINALINE® antique plus DTI100 limestone medium and dark set 20
228

Garden walls | MOLINALINE®

EVERYTHING. FITS. TOGETHER.

Details

Discover the MOLINA® design

· front and back sides rustic

concept (see p. 119), and design

· upper/lower and sides smooth-finished

paths and spaces around your

· antique plus (rustic surface, broken edge contours)

house in one go!

· special surface protection with DTI100
· starting stones available
· coping stones available with bush-hammered surface
· measurement tolerances in length and height of ± 0.5 cm and

MIX & MATCH

width of± 3.0 cm cannot be avoided

Mix and match DECALINE,
MOLINALINE® and GARDALINE®

Build recommendation

and put your walls together as you

· KLASSIKLINE masonry mortar for mortared walls

wish (see p. 220).

· Thin-bed mortar for slender joints
· Crown adhesive for coping stones

•

p. 274

•

water wall

wall stones set 10

•

82

radial stone 23.9-16.1/20/20

•

p. 110

radial stone 23.9-16.1/20/10
coping stone 40/28/5 cm

DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

rustic surface, broken edge contours

MOLINALINE®
antique plus DTI100 limestone dark

DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

rustic surface, broken edge contours

MOLINALINE®
antique plus DTI100 limestone medium

DUROSAVE deep protection INTRA
®

rustic surface, broken edge contours

MOLINALINE®
antique plus DTI100 limestone light

p.

paving

wall stones set 20

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

supplementary products
slabs
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Soft colours, natural structure

Naturally rustic stone blocks in beige or grey with broken
edges lend GARDALINE® a natural feel. The broken stone
edges ensure a vibrant appearance.

GARDALINE® antique plus DTI100 grey-black shades set 20 and set 10 coursed masonry
230
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GARDALINE® antique plus DTI100 sandstone shades set 20 and set 10 coursed masonry
231

GARDALINE® set 20 (individual stones not supplied)
40/20/20

30/20/20

20/20/20

GARDALINE® set 10 (individual stones not supplied)
40/20/10

30/20/10

SIMPLY. ALWAYS. CLEAN!
+ dirt-repellent
+ unchanged surface
+ sealed from inside

20/20/10

MIX & MATCH: GARDALINE® antique plus DTI100 sandstone shaded and DECALINE antique plus DTI100 shell limestone shaded
232
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MIX & MATCH

Details

Mix and match

· smooth surface, broken edge contours (antique plus)

DECALINE, MOLINALINE® and

· smooth-finished on all stone sides

GARDALINE , and put your walls

· easy-to-lay manageable stone formats that are only laid with

®

together as you wish (see p. 220).

thin-bed horizontal mortar

supplementary products
S. 274

DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

•
•

wall stones set 10

smooth surface, broken edge contours

wall stones set 20

GARDALINE®
antique plus DTI100 sandstone shaded

DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA

smooth surface, broken edge contours

GARDALINE®
antique plus DTI100 grey-black shaded

•

•

water wall

GARDALINE® antique plus DTI100 sandstone shaded
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Border, enclose, support

You can quickly and easily erect masonry with the modular
stones of the ALLAN BLOCK® walling system. Whether you
are walling off your plot, enclosing terraces and flowerbeds,
building stairs or retaining a slope, ALLAN BLOCK® allows you
to accomplish these tasks in the best possible way. The rustic
surfaces and natural colouring of the stones are reminiscent of
natural stone walling.

ALLAN BLOCK® shell limestone shades 87° inward curve and coping
234
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ALLAN BLOCK® shell limestone shaded 87° normal, corner and coping stones and block step nativo grey
235

Usage note
We recommend “Steinschutz
perfekt” to care for the
surfaces. Further care and
cleaning materials can be
found on page 310. A spray
nozzle aids application.

ALLAN BLOCK® grey-black shaded 84° normal, corner and coping stones
236
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ALLAN BLOCK® is well-suited to the construction of medium and
heavy retaining walls. The principle is based on the patented
hollow-chamber module stone. Each stone is secured in place by
its front lip. In this way neither mortar nor other binding elements
are needed. The interlocking ALLAN BLOCK® stones are extremely
adaptable, and allow easy design of concave and convex curves
and corners.

ALLAN BLOCK® grey 87° normal and corner stones
237

Tip

Thanks to its hollow-chamber

system, ALLAN BLOCK® can be planted from
above. The retaining wall system is also ideal
for terraced slopes. With ALLAN BLOCK®
it is very easy to build curved wall lines to
your own designs, adapted perfectly to the
natural lie of the land.

ALLAN BLOCK® shell limestone shades 87° normal, corner and coping stones
238
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ALLAN BLOCK® shell limestone shaded 87° normal, corner and coping stones
239

Normal stone

Junior

Lite

Corner element left/right

Coping stone

Half Lite

Edge stone left/right small

Edge stone left/right large

Coping stone left/right

01

240

02

01 ALLAN BLOCK® Lite grey, MASSIMO® decking grey whitewashed 250/20/8 cm and MASSIMO® decking block
02 ALLAN BLOCK® shell limestone shaded 87° normal, corner and coping stones

Re ta i n i n g wa ll s ys t e m | A L L A N B LO CK ®

Details
· worldwide patented retaining wall system (hollow chamber
modules)
· rapid construction and high laying performance
· low personnel requirements
· no heavy devices needed for construction
· strong and stable dry connection (curves possible)

Incident angle 6°

· deployable as retaining walls, free-standing walls
(double-skinned), privacy walls or facing walls

•
•

33/30/20 cm normal stone 84°

•

22/30/20 cm Junior 84°

•

33/30/10 cm Lite 84°

•

22/30/10 cm Half Lite 84°

•

Edge stone 84° and 87°

•

Corner stones 84° and 87°

•

Coping stones 84° and 87°

rustic visible surfaces

33/30/20 cm normal stone 87°

ALLAN BLOCK®
shell limestone shaded

•
•
•
rustic visible surfaces

ALLAN BLOCK®
grey-black shaded

rustic visible surfaces

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

· wall inclinations of 87° and 84° possible

ALLAN BLOCK®
grey

Incident angle 3°
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We’re on top of it

GRANBLOCK® is a large-format, solid wall and retaining wall
system with rustic surfaces. Their particular advantage for
effective construction lies in their interlocking connections
that follow the tongue and groove principle. Any incidental
horizontal forces are safely transmitted into the ground.

01
01 GRANBLOCK® grey and NUEVA® ferro block step and pedestal plain grey
242

02

02 GRANBLOCK® grey

Re ta i n i n g wa ll s ys t e m | G R A N B LO CK ®

GRANBLOCK® grey 100/24/25 cm
243

Tip

Usage note

Protect your wall with coping stones

We recommend “Steinschutz

or a Spengler cover. In this way the stones beneath

perfekt” to care for the

are protected long-term from environmental

surfaces. Further care and

influences.

cleaning materials can be
found on page 310. A spray
nozzle aids application.

01

244

02

01 GRANBLOCK® sandstone beige shades 100/24/25 cm
02 GRANBLOCK® grey wall: 100/40/25 cm, seat element: 100/80/25 cm with factory coping stone

Re ta i n i n g wa ll s ys t e m | G R A N B LO CK ®

Laying
Thanks to the large-format stones, wall areas can be quickly built
using a suitable device. The module stones are extremely adaptable,
and allow effective and good value construction. GRANBLOCK®
adapts well to static requirements and design wishes due to its
different combinable format widths.

GRANBLOCK® sandstone beige shades 100/40/25 cm
245

one/two faces rustic for retaining walls (L/B/H)
100/88/25 cm

100/48/25 cm

100/32/25 cm

100/24/25 cm

100/80/25 cm

100/40/25 cm

GRANBLOCK® sandstone beige shaded 100/24/25 cm
246

100/24/25 cm

wal
l

thic
kne
ss
wid
th

e
fac
sur
e
l
b
visi
gth
len

heig

double-faced rustic for retaining walls (L/B/H)
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Details
· simple construction
· powerful interlocking connection (tongue/
groove) for dry construction
· coping stones blasted above without chamfer
and available in every width
· rustic visible surfaces (one or two-sided)
· free-standing walls are always rustic both

· garden walls as retaining walls, supporting walls, free-standing
walls or facing walls
· different wall widths are also possible within a single supporting
wall
· corners possible in all wall widths
· starting stones are available in lengths 75 and 25 cm and cannot
be delivered separately

•

100/88/25 cm 1-faced

•

100/48/25 cm 1-faced

•

100/32/25 cm 1-faced*

•

100/24/25 cm 1-faced*

•

100/80/25 cm 2-faced

•

100/40/25 cm 2-faced

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

sides

100/24/25 cm 2-faced
partial 1 and 2-faced rustication

rustic visible surfaces

GRANBLOCK®
Sandstone-beige shades

rustic visible surfaces

GRANBLOCK®
grey

* depending on manufacture
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Modern design

Classic design meets modern technology – with this confident combination, NOVOLINE® stones give every garden
a particular flair. The careful manufacture of the pieces is
evident in their hairline joints and more. Their restrained
colouring supports their harmoniously balanced appearance.
These well-formed garden walls will astound you with their
construction time.

01
01 NOVOLINE® linear DTI100 slate 75/25/15 cm
248

02

02 NOVOLINE® water wall linear DTI100 chalk 75/25/15 cm

Garden walls | NOVOLINE®

NOVOLINE® linear DTI100 slate 75/25/15 cm and MASSIMO® decking anthracite all widths
249

SIMPLY. ALWAYS. CLEAN!

Product variety

+ dirt-repellent

NOVOLINE® block steps are a perfect

+ unchanged surface

supplement to NOVOLINE® walls. It is

+ sealed from inside

also possible to combine them with our
range of paving and terrace slabs.

01
01 NOVOLINE® linear DTI100 chalk 75/25/15 cm with water feature*

250

* special commission

02

02 NOVOLINE® linear DTI100 chalk 75/25/15 cm

Garden walls | NOVOLINE®

NOVOLINE® linear DTI100 chalk 75/25/15 cm with coping stone slate and TIARO® nativo DTE700 glacial white 80/40/5 cm
251

Build recommendation

EVERYTHING. FITS. TOGETHER.

The thin-bed mortar is designed for thin joints

Discover the NUEVA® design

in masonry. The wall mortar is perfectly suited

concept (see p. 65), and design

to the wall because of its colouring and coarse

paths and spaces around your

grit component.

house in one go!

Coping stones are best secured with our crown
adhesive.

NOVOLINE® linear DTI100 chalk 75/25/15 cm with edge and coping stone and MASSIMO® decking grey whitewashed
252
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01

02

01 NOVOLINE® linear DTI100 slate 75/25/15 cm with coping stone and CHIANTO® cotto grey 120/40/2 cm
02 NOVOLINE® linear DTI100 sandstone 75/25/15 cm with edge and coping stone

253

NOVOLINE® wall with edge stones

NOVOLINE® edge stone 25/25/15 cm
NOVOLINE® normal stone
NOVOLINE® edge stone 50/25/15 cm

NOVOLINE® wall with corner formation
NOVOLINE® coping stone with drip groove both sides lengthways
NOVOLINE® edge stone 25/25/15 cm

NOVOLINE® edge stone 50/25/15 cm

NOVOLINE® linear DTI100 slate 75/25/15 cm and MASSIMO® exposed concrete anthracite 150/100 cm
254
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Details
· ground, calibrated stone sides for close, jointless
laying
· special surface protection with DTI100
· long, thin format for elegant garden design
· horizontal attachment with thin-bed mortar

supplementary products

steps

p. 202

water wall

p. 274

50/36/7,5 cm coping stone
with lengthways drip groove
DUROSAVE deep protection INTRA

•

54

•

p. 102

•

p.

paving

(50/25)/25/15 cm edge stone

rustic with

DUROSAVE deep protection INTRA

slabs

75/25/15 cm normal stone

NOVOLINE®
linear DTI100 grey

•
rustic with

NOVOLINE®
linear DTI100 sandstone

DUROSAVE deep protection INTRA

•

•

•
•
•
rustic with

NOVOLINE®
linear DTI100 slate

DUROSAVE deep protection INTRA

rustic with

NOVOLINE®
linear DTI100 chalk

•

•

•

NEW
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Limitless possibilities

Alongside their actual functions as supports, borders, visual
and auditory screens, elegant walling systems with textured
surfaces are gaining ever more importance within modern
garden design. Gentle shell limestone and warm sandstone
colours blend harmoniously into your garden.

KLASSIKLINE linear shell limestone shades coursed masonry
256
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01

02
01 KLASSIKLINE antique plus sandstone-beige shaded coursed masonry
02 KLASSIKLINE Set antique plus sandstone-beige shaded with coping

257

KLASSIKLINE antique plus sandstone beige shaded irregular coursed masonry
258
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Tip

Water ensures a restful, evocative

Build recommendation

ambience in a garden. Be it a garden pond or

KLASSIKLINE walling mortar is optimised

modern water feature – moving water is al-

for fully pointed masonry. This wall mortar

ways a beautiful element for your individual

is perfectly suited to the wall because of its

garden design. Our water wall is compatible

colouring and coarse grit component.

with KLASSIKLINE masonry (see p. 274).

01

02

01 KLASSIKLINE antique plus shell limestone shades with water feature 02 KLASSIKLINE antique plus sandstone-beige shaded
irregular coursed masonry and APPIASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded

259

KLASSIKLINE planning tool – plan and design yourself!
Get to know our KLASSIKLINE walling system and design your own
garden wall. You can draw and design your own individual wall with total
ease using the KLASSIKLINE planning tool. The programme immediately calculates the quantities and the price of your wall. The module
also offers an order form to print out. Download the planning tool free at
WWW.KLASSIKLINE.DE

KLASSIKLINE linear shell limestone shaded with coping
260
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Tip

KLASSIKLINE Set – the simple and

cost-effective alternative to the KLASSIKLINE
standard programme.

01

02

01 KLASSIKLINE set antique plus shell limestone shaded with coping and DECASTON® antique plus shell limestone shades 90/60/8 cm
02 KLASSIKLINE antique plus sandstone-beige shaded with water stream

261

01

262

02

01 KLASSIKLINE antique plus sandstone-beige shades and block step
02 KLASSIKLINE antique plus sandstone-beige shades and DECASTON® nativo brown-beige shades small and large-scale paving system

Garden walls | KLASSIKLINE

KLASSIKLINE antique plus shell limestone shaded and VIASTON® antique plus shell limestone shaded
263

01
01 KLASSIKLINE linear grey-black shaded uncoursed masonry
264

02

02 KLASSIKLINE linear grey-black shaded coursed masonry

Garden walls | KLASSIKLINE

Design
The art of the joint – the visual appearance is
influenced by the edge design (linear or antique)
and the type of joint construction.

raked joint

recessed joint

concave joint

drystone (or
thin joint)

KLASSIKLINE linear grey-black shades irregular coursed masonry
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KLASSIKLINE set (not delivered individually)
34/17/15

25/17/15

17/17/15

KLASSIKLINE set coping stone with drip groove
5
/2

34
,
/7
5

KLASSIKLINE basic
50/25/22.5

50/25/15

50/25/7.5

KLASSIKLINE set antique plus grey-black shaded with coping and TIARO® nativo DTE700 slate grey 80/40/5 cm
266
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KLASSIKLINE stones (front views)

coping stones with drip groove

50/25/15

42/25/15

34/25/15

25/25/15

17/25/15

50/25/7.5

42/25/7.5

34/725/.5

25/25/7.5

17/25/7.5

pillar stones

/7
.5

17/25/22.5

4/
36

25/25/22.5

10

34/25/22.5

.5
/7

42/25/22.5

5
/2

34

50/25/22.5

radial stones 5-10/25 and to heights of 22.5/15 or 7.5 cm
5
/1

4
/3
17

5
/1

4
/3

34

Pillar stone with
bored core

01

02
01 KLASSIKLINE antique plus grey-black shaded coursed masonry
02 KLASSIKLINE antique plus grey-black shaded uncoursed masonry
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268

sharp-edged corner formation

02
01 KLASSIKLINE antique plus shell limestone shades coursed masonry normal stones and KLASSIKLINE set
02 KLASSIKLINE linear grey-black shaded uncoursed masonry

KLASSIKLINE linear
grey-black shaded

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

01

Garden walls | KLASSIKLINE

Details
· surfaces roughened on all sides – no starting or end stones
needed
· coping stones with bush-hammered surface
· 5 stone lengths, 3 heights, pillar, radial and coping stones
· size tolerances in length and width of ± 3 cm and in height
of ± 1.5 cm are unavoidable
· design online with the planning tool

•
•
•

KLASSIKLINE basic

•

KLASSIKLINE set

•

coping stones with drip
groove radial wall stones
pillar stones

broken corner formation

coping stones

•

p. 274

•

p. 214

water wall

normal stones

KLASSIKLINE antique plus
shell limestone shaded

•
sharp-edged corner formation

KLASSIKLINE linear
shell limestone shaded

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
broken corner formation

KLASSIKLINE antique plus
Sandstone-beige shaded

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
sharp-edged corner formation

KLASSIKLINE linear
Sandstone-beige shaded

broken corner formation

KLASSIKLINE antique plus
grey-black shaded

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

supplementary products
steps
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A system of variety

Elegant palisades offer a touch of class, and frame paths,
steps and flowerbeds stylishly. Almost unavoidable as
dividing elements, palisades are also used as an alternative
to small walls, as well as in edging beds.

01

270

02

01 KLASSIKLINE palisade shell limestone shaded and APPIASTON® nativo shell limestone shades
02 KLASSIKLINE palisade sandstone-beige shaded and block step nativo grey

Edging | KLASSIKLINE accessories

KLASSIKLINE palisade grey-black shaded and DECASTON® nativo grey-black shaded small-scale paving system
271

KLASSIKLINE edging stone
80/7.5/26 cm

KLASSIKLINE palisade
15/15/100, 15/15/80, 15/15/60, 15/15/40, 15/15/20 cm

01

272

02

01 KLASSIKLINE palisade sandstone-beige shaded and DECASTON® nativo brown-beige shades small-scale paving system
02 KLASSIKLINE palisade sandstone-beige shaded and block step

Edging | KLASSIKLINE accessories

Details
· distressed surfaces/head ends (on two opposing sides)
· starting stone surfaces two sides rough, one side bushhammered
· sharp-edged corner formation
· 1 stone length/width, 5 stone heights

•
•

palisade

rustic visible surfaces

edging stone

KLASSIKLINE
shell limestone shaded

•
•
rustic visible surfaces

KLASSIKLINE
sandstone-beige shaded

rustic visible surfaces

KLASSIKLINE
grey-black shaded

•

•

· increased size tolerances (L, B, H ± 3 cm)
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Water wall

Create an evocative atmosphere in your garden and allow yourself
to be enchanted by the power of water. The Water wall creates your
personal home oasis. The system is delivered as a complete package,
and contains all stones, stone adhesives, stainless steel rear walls
and basins, all pump equipment and an easy-to-understand assembly
manual. Simply build up the wall and fountain, supply water and
connect the electricity. You can already to enjoy your Water wall.

NOVOLINE® Water wall linear DTI100 chalk and MASSIMO® decking grey whitewashed
274
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pump
· energy-saving canned motor
· 3-year warranty

· LED lighting upgrade available
· filter upgrade available
· run-dry protection upgrade available

NOVOLINE® Water wall
The package contains:
· 1 NOVOLINE® wall set (approx. 221/120/25 cm)
· 2 sacks of wall mortar or 1 sack of wall adhesive
· Water wall (approx. 75/95 cm) incl. pump mechanism
and high-quality stainless steel water trough (112.5/53/14 cm)

KLASSIKLINE Water wall
The package contains:
· 1 KLASSIKLINE wall set (approx. 201/120/25 cm)
· 2 sacks of wall mortar or 1 sack of wall adhesive
· Water wall (approx. 75/95 cm) incl. pump mechanism
and high-quality stainless steel water trough (112.5/53/14 cm)

DECALINE Set/MOLINALINE Set/GARDALINE® Water wall
The package contains:
· 1 DECALINE/MOLINALINE/GARDALINE® wall set (approx. 190/120/20 cm)
· 2 sacks of wall mortar or 1 sack of wall adhesive
· Water wall (approx. 75/95 cm) incl. pump mechanism and
high-quality stainless steel water trough (112.5/53/14 cm)
275
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Wall facing CASTELATTO
RIGATTO
ORIGAMI
DYAMANTE
DUNA

277

Light creates form

CASTELATTO is a soft, white, three-dimensional wall tile.
When lights falls on it, the pronounced relief creates an
intriguing play of shadows, and opens up various design
possibilities.

DUNA exposed concrete branco 75/50/3 cm
278

W a l l f a c i n g C A S T E L AT T O

01

02

01 DYAMANTE exposed concrete branco 60/45/3 cm

02 RIGATTO exposed concrete branco 100/50/2,5 cm
279

Pitched profile

Linear profile

100/50/2,.5
80/20/8

ORIGAMI exposed concrete branco 80/20/8 cm
280

Diamond profile

60/45/3

Wave profile

75/50/3

W a l l f a c i n g C A S T E L AT T O

Production

Details

Self-compacting concrete – also

· purist design

called SC concrete – discharges

· without chamfer

air independently, unlike ordinary

· surface in smooth-finished exposed concrete look

concretes that require vibration. This

(see material information p. 306)

makes it a perfect material for sur-

· formats to 100 x 100 cm

faces with particularly high demands

· hand-finished from self-compacting concrete (exposed concrete)

in their appearance, durability and
design.

•

pitched profile

•

linear profile

•

diamond profile

self-compacting concrete

DUNA
Exposed concrete Branco

self-compacting concrete

DYAMANTE
Exposed concrete Branco

self-compacting concrete

RIGATTO
Exposed concrete Branco

self-compacting concrete

ORIGAMI
Exposed concrete Branco

•

wave profile
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Manufacture
Furniture
Benches
Basins
Planters

283

Made to measure

In our Factory we create remarkable special commissions –
whether large-format, impressive cubes or slender and light
building materials. Almost any design or functional requirement can be accomplished using self-compacting concrete.
Give us a challenge!

Factory pool edging and corner steps ferro
284
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Tip

Fountains have been one of the most popular garden

design elements for thousands of years. For the Arabs they
symbolised a life-giving force that was brought inside the
home. The Greeks believed them to be the mystical haunts
of nymphs. Today, as then, the shower of water still creates a
calming atmosphere.

01

02

01 Factory water trough ferro silver-grey
02 Factory pillar exposed concrete grey with integrated letterbox and MOLINA® velvet grey dark large-scale paving system

285

Factory kitchen worktop and exposed concrete plain sandstone side support and NUEVA® light ferro plain sandstone 80/80/5 cm
286
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Tip

An outdoor kitchen affords you the luxury of deciding

on the spur of the moment whether you want to cook in
the garden. Because the modern outdoor kitchen can do
everything a 'normal' kitchen can. You can prepare spaghetti
or wok dishes, or even grill a steak. The great thing about
an outdoor kitchen is that you needn't be stuck away in the
kitchen, but can chat to your guests while preparing the meal
in the garden.

Factory kitchen worktop and exposed concrete side supports plain sandstone, sides and edge ferro
287

Special elements are part of exclusive spatial
design. Long present in large-scale public
projects, this trend is increasingly entering
private gardens. Seating elements, planting
troughs and design elements can rise
directly from the surface.

01

288

02

01 Factory water basin, benches exposed concrete grey and NUEVA® ferro plain grey 80/80/5 cm
02 Factory vase exposed concrete light grey

Manufacture | Special commissions

Production
Self-compacting concrete – also known as SC concrete –
discharges air independently, unlike ordinary concretes that
require vibration. This makes it a perfect material for surfaces
with particularly high demands in their appearance, durability
and design.

03

04

03 Manufaktur seating block exposed concrete dark grey 100/40/40 cm
04 MASSIMO® stele exposed concrete grey with foot (50 x 80 cm) and motif 250/50/10 cm
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Made to measure
Design by URBASTYLE

A particular highlight of our manufacture is the spectacular
seating collection by URBASTYLE. The extravagant pre-cast
concrete elements have been designed by notable furniture
designers for ambitious architectural objects. Each piece
fits perfectly into the GODELMANN design-oriented product
range.

BENCH CITYSCAPE 300/64/31 cm – Design Arne Quinze (BE)
290

Urbastyle

01

02

01 SEAT SKATE 41.2/39.1/52.7 cm – Design Roel Vandebeek (BE)

02 SOFT SEAT 90/90/45 cm – Design Roel Vandebeek (BE)
291
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Manufacturer’s information
Everything you need to know about concrete, our
products, their processing and more.

294

Manufacturer’s information on artificial stone

296

Installation and laying information

306

Manufacturer’s information on exposed concrete surfaces

308

Manufacturer’s information on DUROSAVE® deep protection

310

Cleaning & care

312

www.godelmann.de

314

Surface treatments

315

Product finder
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Manufacturer’s notice on artificial stone
The basic rules to be observed here are the manufacturer's installation and laying instructions (included in every
delivery), along with DIN 18318, the ZTV Pflaster-StB 06 (additional technical conditions for laying paving) and the MFP
1 (datasheet on paved surfaces).

CONCRETE PAVING STONES AND
SLABS
Our products consist of the natural
raw materials gravel, sand, water
and cement. The mixing ratio and
method of processing determine the
strength, durability and structure of
the concrete goods. A further product
characteristic is our predominant use
of two-layered production. Through
this the lower layer (core concrete)
can provide high strength, while the
upper layer (facing concrete) creates
the surface and provides colour
and character. The facing concrete
consists for the most part, i.e. up to
80%, of colour-fast natural stone grit
and hard stone fine chippings. Their
brilliance is supported by the addition
of colour-matched and UV resistant
pigments.
CONCRETE BUILDING STONE AND
SURFACES
Concrete building stone is a pre-made
building material of unreinforced concrete, made using cement and mineral
stone grit. The surfaces are processed
like cut stone or specially formed.
Through such processing, such as
polishing or shot-blasting, the surface
appearance can be shaped in different ways regarding colour intensity
and structure (see p. 314).
PRODUCTION AND
CHARACTERISTICS
Concrete building stones by
GODELMANN consist of natural raw

294

materials and cement. In a strictly
controlled production process, we
ensure that standardised parameters
are consistently achieved or exceeded.
There remain, however, technical and
natural tolerance ranges, as well as
natural, unavoidable properties of the
mineral product (colour and structure)
that give the paving its character.

a small section of the actual surface
appearance. Minimal optical deviations from patterns, display items and
within later re-orders of the same type,
shape and colour do not justify any
warranty claims. Pores in the surface
(cavities) do not affect the practical
value, and are part of the concrete
effect.

CONCRETE AND COLOUR
Because of the predominantly natural
additives, colour variations can
occasionally occur, despite careful
attention and monitoring of all
important influences on the colouring.
Because of the production process,
slight brightness differences between
individual formats of a single product
range or within a format from different
production batches are unavoidable,
and are usually compensated for by
natural weathering and use. Coloured,
and particularly colour-shaded, concrete stones and slabs must always
be removed before laying from their
different packages and from the different layers within the packages,
in order to achieve a harmonious
appearance. Depending on the production batch and delivered quantity,
the play of colours across the laid
surface can vary because of different,
purely coincidental colour concentrations in the packages. For this reason
the examples in our example stands
and surfaces are to be seen purely as
non-binding viewing examples that
can only approximately demonstrate

EFFLORESCENCES
When high-strength concrete is
produced from damp concrete mixes,
lime efflorescences can occur during
setting. These white marks are created by the deposition of hydrated lime
dissolved in water, which is visible as
calcium carbonate on the surface after
the evaporation of the water and after
reacting with carbon dioxide from the
air. The practical value and quality of
the concrete products are not affected
by this. For this reason, efflorescences
are no grounds for a complaint. The
marks will disappear through natural
weathering and normal use after
one to two years; this can also be
achieved more quickly with a special
cleaner (see p. 310).
ADVICE AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We can accept no liability for advice
and recommendations in accordance
with the BGB (German Civil Code).
This is not to be understood as
architectural or engineering advice.
Likewise, we accept no responsibility
for quantity surveys carried out by us
when only approximate information

Important manufacturer information

or sketches have been given by the
client, or if other laying methods than
that carried out by us are chosen.

completely for display, like the exhibits in a showroom. This is even the
case when talking about high design
quality products/surface coverings,
which exhibit a certain visual value for
the owner/client.

TRANSPORT AND STORAGE
Transport damage can often arise
through improper handling of conThe principal purpose of a concretecrete surface coverings. Sharp-edged
product surface covering is its intenstones can suffer chips to their edges
ded use. For this reason, traces of usaand corners, or scratches on their
ge and wear on the affected surface
surfaces, especially when allowed to
strike or rub against each other at the through mechanical and weatheringrelated stresses are unavoidable and
building site, For this reason, special
completely normal. This is also indicare must be taken and suitable
cated in the “Hinweise zur Lieferung
devices used, especially during unund Nutzung von Betonprodukten
loading and transport to the building
für den Straßen-, Landschafts- und
site, as well as during laying. Porousaggregate stones (GEOSTON® protect) Gartenbau” (Notes on the supply and
are water- and air-permeable because use of concrete products for street,
of their special structure, and are also landscaping and garden construction)
extremely sensitive, as the facing layer produced by the Betonverband Straße,
Landschaft, Garten e.V. (SLG) (Associaconsists of tiny filter grains. Please
take particular care on site and during tion for Street, Landscape and Garden
Concrete), Bonn.
laying.
Transport packaging such as foils, tension straps, edge protectors etc. must Information given on suitability for
vehicular use, e.g. “driveable”, or
be removed directly after delivery to
avoid possible irreparable marking of “suitable for cars” only serve to provithe products. We recommend that the de an estimate of the dynamic and/
product be processed immediately on or static loads that can be accepted
without damage by the concrete
delivery.
products in question, assuming
correct installation. They cannot be
TYRE MARKS ON CONCRETE
construed as suggesting that while
SURFACES
driving on the surface, e.g. with a car,
Areas laid with concrete products,
no corresponding traces of use will be
e.g. slabs or block paving, always
left behind. With a surface of concrete
serve a certain purpose, e.g. for
products that permits vehicular usage,
pedestrian and/or vehicular traffic.
traces of wear as a result of this usage,
They are not showpieces or are not

e.g. tyre marks through tyre abrasion,
are not to be considered defects in
the concrete products employed.
Source: Betonverband Straße, Landschaft, Garten e.V. (SLG)
CLEANING AND CARE
Normally soiled stones and slabs
can be treated using a yard broom,
water and neutral soap. For more
serious soiling you should use special
cleaning products. GODELMANN
offers an extensive range of cleaning
products for paving, slabs and concrete elements.
Detailed information on the cleaning
and care of concrete building stone
and terrace slabs can be found on
p. 310.
WINTER MAINTENANCE AND
GRITTING
Grit is harmful to the environment,
and will also have a detrimental effect
on the appearance of the paving as
the years go by. We recommend the
use of grit in 1/3 mm or 2/5 mm grades. Water-permeable paved vehicle
surfaces are not to be processed with
salt or other chemical de-icers, as the
permeable surface water can pass directly into the groundwater. For these
purposes use a 2/5 mm grade grit in
order not to block the gaps/pores in
the surface.
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Installation and laying information
Paving stones and slabs
Slabs of concrete to DIN EN 1339
Concrete paving to DIN EN 1338
Fundamental regulations in force:
ATV DIN 18318
VOB Construction Tendering
and Contract Regulations - part C: General Technical Contractual Conditions for
Construction (ATV) – road construction – paved surfaces and laid slabs in
unbound constructions, borders.
TL Pflaster-STB 06
Technical Conditions of Sale for Construction Materials for the Production of
Paved Surfaces, Laid Slabs and Borders
(FGSV)
ZTV Pflaster-STB 06
Additional Technical Contractual Conditions and Guidelines for the Production
of Paved Surfaces, Laid Slabs and
Borders (FGSV)
MFP 1
Datasheet on Paved Surfaces with Block
Paving and Laid Slabs (FGSV) and for
other surfaces than those used by road
traffic
ZTV Wegebau
Additional Technical Contractual Conditions for the Construction of Paths and
Spaces other than those used by road
traffic 2013 (FLL)
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MEASUREMENTS
All stone measurements are grid dimensions (length/width) This measurement
is essential information in order to plan
on a grid using the products, as it correlates with the laying quantity. Stone
requirements in st./m2 include the joint
(3 - 5 mm as a rule). The overall grid
for laying must be discovered by laying
out rows of stones beforehand, in accordance with ZTV Pflaster-StB 06. The
grid measurements can vary according
to the installation situation, especially
when several formats are being laid in a
single pattern.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE PAVED
SURFACE
Paved surfaces are built up in several
layers. The figure below shows an
example stratification that must be held
to in principle to exclude the possibility
of later damage to the surface of the
paving. The formation layer must lie on
a suitable or well-compacted ground!
COMPACTION OF THE UPPER
STRUCTURE
Requirements for correct functionality
in a concrete pavement or in concrete

slabs are a well-compacted superstructure and sub-base, which in their
composition and production must be
in accordance with the assumed loads
and geological conditions. The layers
of the superstructure must be waterpermeable in construction. This ensures
that the surface water that infiltrates the
gaps in the paving can be drained into
the sub-base.
INCLINATION
The superstructure must demonstrate
an inclination of min. 2% (in permeable pavements of 1% away from the
building; drains must be placed at the
lowest point. For impermeable layers,
suitable drainage must be ensured to
avoid waterlogging.
DRAINAGE
If drainage of rainwater into the soil is
not already ensured, a drain must be
built in. Therefore, for garages with a
negative gradient and for when water
flows from a paved surface towards the
street or the house, drainage channels
are required. Drainage channels and
run-offs are available these days to
buy in a wide range of sizes complete

Paving and joints
Bedding
Base course
Frost protection layer
Sub-base
Formation layer

Important manufacturer information

with all necessary accessories such
as covering grilles, connection pipes,
odour traps, etc. To fill up the formation
layer, coarse porous materials like
coarse gravel, slag or building rubble
are suitable. As the formation layer is to
be processed with a compactor it is advisable to heap up the material a little
higher. It will condense by 1 to 2 cm during compaction. The drainage channels
should be laid in an approx. 10 cm-thick
concrete bed with a gentle inclination
of at least 0.5% to the outflow, so that
water and dirt do not remain in one
place but are passed on so that dirt can
be trapped in e.g. an outflow. Channels
and drains should have a connection
to the house waste water drainage if
possible.
FROST PROTECTION LAYER AND
BASE COURSE
The frost-protection layer and base
courses are to be laid in a correct
manner according to the anticipated
loads. Building instructions are given
by Cologne’s Forschungsgesellschaft
für Straßen- und Verkehrswesen
(Research Association for Roads and
Transport) in its Guidelines for the
Standardisation of the Superstructure
of Road Surfaces, (RstO 01), and in
the Additional Technical Contractual
Conditions and Guidelines for the
construction of layers without binding
media in road construction ZTV SoBStB 04.
Take care, especially in the base
course, that the upper surface is
finished with graded material, as
otherwise there is a danger that the
paving's bedding will trickle down
into the base course. This will lead to
deformations of the paved surface.

SETTING EDGES AND STAKING OUT

Centre of a circle

Exact demarcation of the later paved
surface is one of the most important
preliminary processes. On courts and
paths with straight edges, it is enough
to set the marking pegs at the corners.
The pegs must be driven in deep
enough. The marking pegs should
not be too close to the edge of the
planned paved surface, so that they
do not disrupt later works.

For circular edges, a curved outer
edge is created, like with a pair of
compasses, from the centre of the circle using the taut cord. It is important
in this case that the cord does not
wrap round the peg. For circular arcs,
the marking pegs are set at short
intervals.

Slat
Spirit level

Nailed-on
piece of wood

At the height of the planned pavement the pegs are then connected
with a cord. In this process the gradient should be taken into consideration. The cord must be tautened and
may not sag at any point. To control
the gradient a 100 cm slat is needed
with a piece of wood nailed at the end
which (depending on the gradient) is
1 or 2 cm thick. If the slat is level, the
gradient is correct.

To mark out winding paths, a guideline is set down on the straight path
between the start and end. From this
the opposite right and left edge markers are set down perpendicularly. To
make the marking out easier, a spacer
rod in the length of the planned path
width plus approx. 2 cm is useful.
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Installation and laying information
Paving stones and slabs
EDGE REINFORCEMENT

unsecured edge
A concrete border may not be necessary
for ground that is sufficiently waterpermeable and planted, as long as the
surface is even and the soil allows rainwater to percolate quickly enough that
there are no washouts. It is important
that the superstructure goes beyond the
edges so that the path does not tilt to
one side.

Foundation

Foundation

Subsoil

Subsoil

secured edge –
first row of paving in mortar bed

The edging stones must be laid in such
a way that sideways slippage or subsidence of the paving blocks or slabs is
impeded.
Foundation
Subsoil

secured edge –
paved edge border
If the soil does not meet the conditions
defined to the left, the paving edges
should be stabilised with concrete by
supporting the paving on a concrete
wedge. At the edges of terraces or broader paths, the first row of paving slabs
should also be laid in a mortar bed.
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Randbegrenzung mit Pflasterstein
als Randstein

Paving blocks and slabs do not have
any size tolerances. For this reason, it is
useful to lay out a certain number of
paving slabs or slabs before setting
the border, in order to determine exact
spacing. Dig out a trench that is approx.
the width of a spade and 20cm deep.
Fill the excavation half-way up with
earth-moist concrete and level the
surface. Next, stretch the cord between
the cord rods and lay the edging stones
along the cord. Using a rubber mallet,
press the edging stones to the right
height into the concrete. Fill it up with a
concrete shoulder inside and out along
the whole length.

Important manufacturer information

Foundation

Border with deep edging/palisade
as edging stone
Pavements under heavy loads, e.g.
garage entrances or surfaces on the
edge of a slope need even more stable
edging. These are created with special
end stones that are concreted in. End
stones can be deep edging stones or
palisades.

BEDDING AND JOINT MATERIAL
The bedding and joint material must be
clean and free from discolouring agents.
Pointing sands with a large fine particulate component encourage rising damp
and lead to dark edges. Concrete slabs,
especially light-coloured ones, must not
be soiled by loamy filling sand, topsoil
or old mortar. The joints should be filled
with sand, gravel sand or crushed sand
in suitable grades.

BEDDING

LAYING

In ZTV Pflaster-StB 06, material mixes
0/4, 0/5, 0/8 and 0/11 mm are suggested as materials for the bedding.
The bedding should have a thickness
of 3 - 5 cm in its compacted state and
struck off with a lath. It should not
exceed the value above, in order to
prevent deformations to the surface
caused by excessive loads. The bedding, once struck off, may no longer
be walked on and must already have
the same gradient as the later paving
layer. The bedding material must be
constituted in such a way that, when
the stones are compacted, i.e. when
the height tolerances are evened out,
no problems arise. Uncompactable
bedding material can lead to vibration
damage to the paving slabs.
The bedding must be applied at an
even thickness. It must not be used to
even out unacceptable irregularities
in the base course. Irregularities in
the thickness of the paving bedding
can already lead to deformation at
the vibration stage, which will only
become more pronounced through
later loading by traffic.

Because of the addition of natural
raw materials, concrete paving slabs
are subject to natural, slight colour
variations.
For this reason, always lay stones
from at least three packages and from
different layers within the packages
simultaneously. This is especially
the case for shaded paving slabs. In
this way you avoid large-scale colour
concentrations and will achieve a
harmonious overall appearance.
The laying takes place from the laid
surface onwards so that the recently
laid bedding is not trodden on in
the process. The stones must be laid
flush, level and aligned using a cord
or lath. Never crush paving slabs too
close to each other, as in this way the
edges will flake off and production
tolerances cannot be compensated
for. Completion follows DIN 18318
para. 3.3.2. On paths, the rows of
paving should run perpendicular to
the direction of travel.
LAYING LARGE FORMATS
Depending on the material, weight
and permeability of large-format
stones and slabs, various vacuum lifting devices are available for rational
use when laying. We will be happy to
recommend specialist firms where
you can hire these devices.
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Installation and laying information
Paving stones and slabs
EDGE FINISHING ON
PAVED SURFACES
To avoid unnecessary cutting in the
edge area, during paving the spacing
of the edging stones should always be
drawn up in accordance with the grid
measurements of the stones. If it is still
necessary, stones should be cut according to the following sketches.
incorrect

correct

JOINT FORMATION
The joint width must be 3 - 5 mm (DIN
18318). The lower value may not be
Care must be taken here that the side
undershot so that complete filling of
lengths of the cut stones are not too
the joints can be achieved. In order to
small, and that the cut edge is also laid
in the surface, i.e. it is first paved around make the joint material rigid, do not
with whole stones. For broken materials exceed the upper value. Spacers are
no replacement for the stipulated joint
such as natural stone, a hammer and
measurement.
chisel suffice to divide them up. For
paving slabs and slabs, professional
3 mm
devices are needed to break and cut
joint width
= size of spacer
stones abut
them. These can be borrowed from
specialist construction dealerships. It
is recommended that all fitting pieces
incorrect
be cut and laid when the paving is near
completion.
incorrect

Connection to angled edging

correct

correct

Connection to round edging
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joint width
= desired value in
accordance with
DIN 18318

3 – 5 mm

stones do not abut
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JOINTING

Concrete paving blocks and slabs
are to be laid in accordance with DIN
18318 with joint widths of at least 3
mm, as the joint is decisive for the
static preservation of the paved surface. Compliance with the prescribed
joint width and the consequent sufficient slurry grouting impede damage
to the blocks and slabs during the
compaction of the surface and its use.
Spacers are no replacement for the
stipulated joint measurement.
JOINT MATERIAL
Unbound paving joints:
In ZTV Pflaster-StB 06, material mixes
0/2, 0/4, 0/5, 0/8 and 0/11 mm
are suggested as materials for the
bedding. Suitable grain sizes: Sand
0/2 mm to 0/4 mm or 2/5 mm or a
graded mixture of crushed fines and
grit 0/3 mm or 0/5 mm, depending
on joint width.

VIBRATING

WINTER MAINTENANCE
AND GRITTING
The use of road salt on private plots of
land should generally be avoided. We
recommend, instead of this, alternatives such as 2/5 mm grit. Especially
in its “younger years”, concrete does
not yet have complete de-icing salt
resistance. For this reason, if snow
and ice should occur within the first
three months after laying, salt should
definitely be avoided at this time.
Water-permeable paved vehicle surOnly dry surfaces may be vibrafaces should not be processed with
ted. The paving should be cleaned
carefully beforehand. Before vibrating, salt or other chemical de-icers, as the
permeable surface water can pass
a suitable quantity of joint material
directly into the groundwater.
should be applied to the plaster
surface. Excess joint material is to be
swept fully away to avoid it pulveriLOAD-BEARING CAPACITY AND USE
sing and soiling the surface.
OF PAVED SURFACES
The long-term stability of a paved
surface depends not only on flawless
COMPACTING
The surface is to be compacted with a construction and a correctly built
substructure, but also on the correct
light vibrating compactor plate using
a paving pad (rubber or felt mat) until stone thickness. The selection here
is based on the expected load. In
it is firm. For concrete slabs, take
general, in the private sphere, paving
note of the special notices. If no side
slabs and slabs of 5 - 8 cm thickness
border of edging stones is present,
are employed. Six centimetres or so
the paved surface must be secured
for entrances to the house, terraagainst sideways creep before comce, garden paths or carports. Eight
paction. After compaction the joints
centimetres for surfaces that are to
must be filled completely again by
be driven over more intensively with a
sweeping suitable material in.
car. Terrace slabs of low thickness are
not as a rule suitable for surfaces that
For exposed concrete slaps, please
are to be driven over. We will give you
take note of the special information
recommendations on the use of each
on p. 306.
of our paving systems.
For slabs with DUROSAVE® deepdown protection, please take note of
the special information on p. 308.
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Installation and laying information
Terrace slabs
Concrete slabs to DIN EN 1339 Fundamental regulations in force:
ATV DIN 18318
VOB Construction Tendering and
Contract Regulations - part C: General
Technical Contractual Conditions for
Construction (ATV) – road construction – paved surfaces and laid slabs in
unbound constructions, borders.
TL Pflaster-STB 06
Technical Conditions of Sale for Construction Materials for the Production of
Paved Surfaces, Laid Slabs and Borders
(FGSV)
ZTV Pflaster-STB 06
Additional Technical Contractual Conditions and Guidelines for the Production
of Paved Surfaces, Laid Slabs and
Borders (FGSV)
MFP 1
Datasheet on Paved Surfaces with Block
Paving and Laid Slabs (FGSV) and for
other surfaces than those used by road
traffic
ZTV Wegebau
Additional Technical Contractual Conditions for the Construction of Paths and
Spaces other than those used by road
traffic 2013 (FLL)
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GENERAL
The installation and laying information
here refers to standard unbound construction methods. For other fastenings
outside the sphere of road traffic we
recommend the designs of the
ZTV-Wegebau (FLL).
TRANSPORT AND STORAGE AT THE
BUILDING SITE
To avoid breaks and cracks, the palletloaded slabs are to be transported and
stored on even ground. Stacking the
slabs is not permitted.
FUNDAMENTALS OF LAYING
Protect light-coloured designs from
soiling by joint material, mortar residues
and topsoil. Always ensure a suitable
inclination (min. 2.5% ± 0.4% in accordance with DIN 18318) for drainage
and self-cleaning. The joint width is 3-5
mm; never press slabs together.
Terrace slabs must not be incorporated
into surfaces for vehicular passage in
unbound construction. The unbound/
bound construction must therefore be
realised consistently across all layers
and components of the superstructure.
Mixed construction methods are not
advisable. Bound block and slab paving
are considered special constructions
and are not regulated by any standards.
They must be adjusted to local require-

ments and agreed on in writing between
client and contractor. Consequently,
only the unbound construction method
is considered the norm.
FROST PROTECTION LAYER AND
BASE COURSE
The superstructure must be laid, safe
from frost and able to support its load,
on a suitable foundation layer, in bound
or unbound construction – adjusted
to the frost sensitivity of the subsoil
and local influence factors. The surface
of the base course must be correctly
profiled.
BEDDING
In principle, bedding must be laid
according to correct methods. The
bedding material is to be chosen so that
it ensures stable filtration in conjunction with the base course. If this is not
provided, secondary deformations and
displacement can occur. The bedding
must be the same thickness throughout.
Unbound construction:
Building material mixes of particle
size as delivered 0/4 mm, 0/5 mm
or 0/8 mm in accordance with
TL-Pflaster-StB 06. The bedding
can be pre-compacted, 3 - 5 cm in
compacted state.
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LAYING
To avoid large areas of colour variation (even in cement-grey slabs),
slabs and paving slabs are always to
be taken alternately from different
packages/layers. Especially in shaded
concrete stones and slabs, this is
essential to achieving a harmonious
overall effect. Depending on the production batch and delivered quantity,
the play of colours across the laid
surface can vary because of different,
purely coincidental colour concentrations in the packages. The laying
takes place from the laid surface
onwards. The bedding, once struck
off, may not be walked or driven on.
The slabs must be laid flush, level
and aligned using a cord or lath. Grid
measurements and joint run are to be
check with a cord at regular intervals
and the slabs adjusted as required.
Never squash slabs together, i.e.
without a joint or with direct contact
between the sides or spacers of one
slab and the sides of neighbouring
elements, as in this way secondary
construction damage can occur and
production tolerances cannot be
compensated for.
JOINT MATERIAL
Joints must be made according to
correct methods. The joint serves to
even out material tolerances and to
create functions.
Material mixes in delivered grades
0/2 mm or 0/4 mm depending on the
nominal joint size of the slab in accordance with TL-Pflaster-StB 06 and
ZTV-Pflaster-StB 06. The joint material

is to be chosen so that it ensures
stable filtration in conjunction with
the bedding. Another option is the
design of joints as semi-flexible and
plastic-bound without epoxy resin
component (please take note here
of the installation information of the
joint material manufacturer).
FILLING JOINTS AND LAYING TO
MALLET FIRMNESS
The joint material must be introduced
dry and in full. Terrace coverings can
be laid mallet-firm and/or compacted
using light vibrating compactors with
a Vulkollan layer. It is the client's
responsibility to test compactors
in a small area for their suitability
and results. To close the joints, the
material must be slurry grouted. The
joint is to be kept completely full in
the long term.
For semi-flexible, plastic-bound
jointing in accordance with manufacturer’s suggestions, the joint
material is to be kept full over the
long term.
LAYING ON STILTED SUPPORTS
This method is above all for laying on
roof-terraces and balconies. With a
suitable flat foundation, it can also
be used for ground-level terraces.
Supply lines can be laid underneath
the slabs.
CARE AND MAINTENANCE
So that the laid surface remains
functional over many years, the joints
must be checked several times over
a long period for the completeness

of their filling, and when necessary
refilled. If the slabs are soiled, you
can clean them with a hard broom
with the aid of running water. If this
is insufficient to deal with tough dirt
caused by earth and dust, neutral
soap can also be used. If even tougher stains from mortar residues, rust,
algae, mosses or leaf mould specks
are present, we offer specially
designed products to clean them
(see p. 310).
WINTER MAINTENANCE AND
GRITTING
The use of road salt on private plots
of land is generally to be avoided. We
recommend, instead of this, alternatives such as 2/5 mm grit. Especially
in its “younger years”, concrete does
not yet have complete de-icing salt
resistance. For this reason, if snow
and ice should occur within the
first three months after laying, salt
should definitely be avoided at this
time. Water-permeable paved vehicle
surfaces may not be processed with
salt or other chemical de-icers, as the
permeable surface water can pass
directly into the groundwater.
Special information on exposed
concrete elements and secondary
treatment/care of exposed concrete
surfaces can be found on p. 306. For
special information on terrace slabs
with DUROSAVE® deep protection,
see p. 308.
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Installation and laying information
ECOSAVE®

ECOSAVE ®

The DRAINSTON® surface system, DECASTON® small-scale paving system, MOLINA® small-scale paving system,
APPIASTON®, BOCCA®, GEOSTON® protect, VIASTON® (multi-stone system 6 mm joint and spaced paving), LUNIX®,
GREENSTON® maxx and Lawnliner are surface systems suited to permeable construction. If you want to make the
spaces around your house water-permeable, please note the following installation and laying information.
The effects of sealed surfacing have
become noticeable everywhere, even
financially. Charges for drinking water,
drainage and the maintenance and use
of the sewage system are rising. The
search for savings has started a re-think.
Against the background of the levying
of split charges for the drainage of
sewage and surface water (Germany’s
“split drainage charge”) this means that
the more rainwater can percolate away
through a plot, the lower the charges.
In rainwater management, decentralised solutions are increasingly being
preferred. The rainwater should as far
as possible be allowed to flow into the
groundwater where it falls. In this way,
surfaces should not be sealed; rather,
directly water-permeable surfaces
should be used. In this way, an important contribution can be made to environmental protection, water protection
and protection against flooding.

Surface percolation using water-permeable paving can be achieved in one of three
ways:

1) via the joints (e.g. BOCCA®, MOLINA®, DECASTON®, APPIASTON®, DRAINSTON®,
VIASTON®): our ECOSAVE® surface systems offer the perfect synthesis of design
paving and practical environmental protection. The rainwater percolates via the
joints into the soil, and the natural water cycle remains intact. Current assessments confirm the high water permeability of the different stone systems.

2) through the stone and the joint
(GEOSTON® protect) the rainwater
can seep through the porous
aggregate of the stone and the
joint, leading to a high percolation
performance.
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3) via chambers, joints and openings
(LUNIX®, GREENSTON® maxx, LAWNLINER, VIASTON®). This technique is as
easy as it is impressive: green joints and
stone cavities store rainwater, and allow
it to soak away into deeper layers of the
ground.

Important manufacturer information

FUNDAMENTALS OF LAYING
For installation and laying, as with
ordinary paving systems, DIN 18318, TL
Pflaster-StB, ZTV Pflaster-StB and MFP 1
apply, as well as the Datasheet on
Percolation-Capable Traffic Surfaces MVV.
For coverings outside the realm of road
traffic, the ZTV Wegebau can be applied.
The subsoil (foundation layer) must be
suitable for percolation. The foundation layer and the superstructure must
demonstrate a water permeability when
compacted of kf > 5 x 10-5 m/s. Paving is
to be classified as water-permeable when
it demonstrates or proves a percolation
rate of > 270 l/(s x ha). The surface gradient of water-permeable surfaces is ideally
1%. On inclined surfaces from 5% an
increase in surface run-off must be factored in and accounted for accordingly.
In principle, for water-permeable traffic
surfaces a run-off coefficient of Ψ = 0.25
- 0.5 must be factored in. Lower run-off
coefficients can be employed if sufficient
proof is provided (more information on
this on
www.ecosave-protect.de). Rainwater running off the surface should be
directed into a infiltration system (trough,
ditch, shaft etc.).
FROST PROTECTION LAYER AND BASE
COURSE
The superstructure must, as well as
possessing the usual basic capabilities
(frost-proof and load-bearing), be made
suitably water-permeable For this, suitable building material mixes (0/32. 0/45
mm) in the coarse-grained zone, with a
reduced fine component in accordance
with TL SoB-StB, are recommended.
Separation of these is to be taken note of
on installation or improved accordingly.
Compaction then takes place using a
light- to medium-vibrating compactor
plate along the length of the stones, in
order to avoid crushing the grains.
BEDDING
For the paving bedding, aggregate
sizes in accordance with TL-Gestein-StB
(e.g. 1/3, 2/5 mm) that demonstrate
suitable water permeability in an inbuilt
state are used. It is advisable to ensure
suitable strength as regards resistance

to crushing (aggregate crushing value <
SZ22) The bedding must demonstrate a
constant layer thickness of 3 - 5 cm when
compacted. For the bedding of LUNIX®,
Lawnliner, GREENSTON® maxx and VIASTON® spaced paving, a mixture of 70%
stone aggregates in 2/5 mm and 30%
extensive substrate is recommended.
LAYING
For laying, the general installation and
laying information applies (see
p. 296). Care must be taken here to
avoid soiling to the paving surface from
topsoil, building rubble, sawdust etc.
Areas at risk should be covered with
a sheet as a preventive measure. To
ensure good laying, the prescribed joint
material is to be applied to the paving
surface continuously as the stones are
laid. Before compaction, the surface is to
be cleaned of dirt and joint material. The
compaction of the paved surface is done
using a light- to medium-weight vibrating
compactor with a plastic apron to avoid
damage to the surface.
JOINTING
MOLINA®, DECASTON®, BOCCA®,
VIASTON®, APPIASTON®,
DRAINSTON®, GEOSTON®
For stable filtration into the joints, a
stone grade of 1/3 mm in accordance
with TL Gestein-StB 1/3 mm is prescribed. Its resistance to impact crushing
should also be at a value of < SZ22.
LUNIX®, Lawnliner, GREENSTON® maxx
Variant A:
For a durable, permeable green joint,
a mixture of 30% stone aggregate 2/5
mm and 70% extensive substrate are
recommended. Detailed information on
the production and seed sowing all the
way to care and maintenance can be
taken from the FLL “Guideline for Planning, Executing and Maintaining Greened
Pavings”.
Variant B:
For a durable, permeable gravel joint,
stone grit 2/5 or 2/8 mm, an impact
crushing < SZ22 should also be
employed.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE
Water-permeable surfaces need care and
maintenance to ensure constant functionality. Soiling e.g. from road sweepings
etc. should be removed regularly. In
addition, sufficient joint filling should be
maintained throughout the first year of
operation. Despite the use of extensive
substrates, over the course of time lawn
joints tends towards root creation, and
therefore increasing compaction. In this
way the danger arises that the lawn joint,
over time, does not remain as waterpermeable as it was in its new state. To
act against this,care and cleaning of the
green joint and subsequent refilling must
be carried out from time to time. Only in
this way can its percolative properties be
guaranteed long-term.
The same applies for drain joints
(BOCCA®, APPIASTON®, DRAINSTON® and
VIASTON® spaced paving). Here, soiling
and weathering organic material can
lead to moss formation and blocking of
the upper part of the joint, reducing its
capacity. Here, too regular maintenance
must be carried out. The pore volume of
the full-surface percolating, open-pored
GEOSTON® protect paving must be kept
open through regular cleaning and care,
as these can be blocked by the ingress of
organic and cohesive materials and thus
their effectiveness affected. We recommend cleaning with an ordinary industrial
wet vacuum cleaner. This does not only
clean the surface, but also regenerates
its permeable capabilities. If needed, the
joints must be refilled.
WINTER MAINTENANCE
For reasons pertaining to laws regarding
ground and water protection, spreading
salt must be completely avoided in winter. For legal and ecological reasons, it is
essential to ensure that no salt or liquid
de-icer is spread on water-permeable
surfaces. For water-permeable surfaces,
broken aggregates in 1/3 or 2/5 mm
without small particles are to be used.
Blunt grit of finer grades is to be avoided,
as otherwise the pores of joints and/
or stones can be blocked and the water
permeability consequently reduced.
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Manufacturer’s notice
on exposed concrete surfaces
EXPOSED CONCRETE SURFACES
MASSIMO® (exposed concrete slabs) and
special building materials (Manufacture):
High-quality exposed concrete parts
impress with their puristic and clear appearance; demand for them is therefore
growing in contemporary architecture.
The following is what you ought to know
if you are a fan of exposed concrete and
want to install it:

extent, spacers standing out, occasional
lime streaks, potentially efflorescences”.
The basic criterion of acceptability is the
overall impression of the laid surfaces.
On exposed concrete foreign substances
(e.g. fallen leaves, tyre marks, chewinggum, bird droppings etc.) can stand out
to a greater extent on the surface. These
marks will disappear over time through
natural weathering.

PROPERTIES
Within the definition of “exposed
IMPORTANT USER INFORMATION
concrete” we understand concrete whose · When exposed concrete is used in
visible surfaces take on a design function.
water areas (pools or similar), before
The characteristics of exposed concrete,
the use of water treatment substances,
and thus its outward appearance, are
their compatibility with the surface
determined by its formwork shell,
must be tested (danger of staining).
concrete composition, part dimensions,
· Permanent objects like flower tubs or
processing and weathering. One of the
similar prevent even weathering, or
basic characteristics of exposed concrete
can lead to staining on the surface.
is that its coloured surfaces are seldom
· It is fundamental that chemical
homogeneous, since variations in the
cleaning materials not be used.
natural raw materials and the influential
Contact with fertiliser etc. is also to be
factors mentioned above do not allow for
avoided. Cleaning with high-pressure
even surfaces. Because of the different
cleaners can attack the surface, roughen it and negatively influence the
manufacture processes of MASSIMO®,
MASSIMO® decking, MASSIMO® light
surface appearance. The surface will
and exposed concrete pre-fabricated
then become more sensitive to dirt.
parts (steps, stelae etc.), the surface
composition and colouring vary. Colour
INSTALLATION AND LAYING
matching between the products cannot
Our exposed concrete building materials
be guaranteed for technical reasons.
from our manufacture are particularly
According to the “Datasheet: Exposed
high-quality, hand-finished concrete products. Great importance must therefore
Concrete” (as of August 2004; 1st corrected reprint) the following deviations
be given to their installation/ laying.
in the appearance of exposed concrete
surfaces can be tolerated/ may not be
Installation/ laying of all products,
objected to: “minimal structural diffealongside care and maintenance, must
rences in processed concrete surfaces,
take place according to the applicable
surface dappling, marbling and colour
standards and regulations, especially
variations, pore accumulations to a small DIN 18318.
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If proper laying with regard to standards
is impossible or is not desired, we are
available to give you advice regarding
special construction methods. In principle, covered, partially roofed or built-over
surfaces can only be created without defects using special construction methods.
To avoid accidents or damage to materials, a well-organised worksite, fully
equipped with the necessary machinery,
is required.
·	·With a suitable vacuum device or kerb
tongs.
· Lay the slabs horizontally on the
bedding.
· Align and level them with a light
rubber mallet.
· Ensure inclination: at least 2%.
· Slurry-grout the joints with a washed
sand/grit mix of aggregate size to
2 mm – take care here with filtration
stability between the bedding and
joint material. The slight taper to the
sides of the slabs (MASSIMO® light)
guarantees at least 6 - 8 mm joints.
· Keep slabs clean during processing by
regularly brushing them or washing
them with clean water.
· Wet pieces must be cut beforehand
and rinsed afterwards with clean water
– this will help avoid staining from
“grinding sludge”.
· When laying on solid, bound
substrate: installation on a gravel or
grit bed, on mortar sacks or stilted
supports.

Important manufacturer information

INSTALLATION OF EXPOSED
CONCRETE SLABS
Transport packaging, such as sheets, tension straps, edge protection etc. must be
removed directly after delivery to avoid
marking the product.
CLEANING AND CARE OF EXPOSED
CONCRETE SLABS
Exposed concrete surfaces distinguish themselves through their even,
closed structure. Their bulk density is
comparable with granite, though some
granites are more resistant against the
effects of acids, for example. As the
surface, especially when freshly laid
and in the first period of use (between
around one to eight months), is absorbent in nature, soiling such as e.g. leaf
mould, soil residues, bird droppings
etc. is able to work itself in.
We recommend:
·	Soiling – of whatever type – should
be immediately removed, at best
using a yard broom. The specks that
occur during this will be very visible
to start off with but will fade and
disappear in time through natural
weathering.
· After installation: firmly brush sharp,
wet, 0.1- 1 mm quartz sand into the
MASSIMO® slabs. In this way, stains
occurring after the building works,
as well as water streaks, surface
dappling and slight efflorescences,
are removed as far as possible.
· Use a special cleaner
e.g. GODELMANN STEIN cleaning
conditioner (p. 310).
· Wipe several times, but never use
concentrated.
· The cleaner is recommended for
ongoing use in hot water. It does not
form a layer, and leaves fewer
streaks/smears than ordinary household cleaners. Over time it builds up
a patina, as the fine pores close more
and more, and make the exposed
concrete surface less sensitive.

· For spring cleaning, too, we recommend the combination of brushing
with sharp quartz sand and subsequent mopping.
WATERPROOFING OF EXPOSED CONCRETE SLABS
Post-treatment is the responsibility of
the owner.
·	Note that MASSIMO® slabs are at
least six weeks old, and will have lost
the moisture required for production.
· The effectiveness of such follow-up
processing is subject to time limits.
· Post-processing can alter the appearance of the slabs, e. g. wet or gloss
effects, increased colour intensity.
· During periods of frost, lying water
can freeze more quickly and the building materials in certain conditions
are only limited in use.
IN WINTER
The use of road salt, walking on salted
surfaces and dripping brine from
vehicles can lead to changes in the
surface (discolouring/ deposits). For
this reason, use a material such as
sand or grit.

ted in the “Hinweise zur Lieferung und
Nutzung von Betonprodukten für den
Straßen-, Landschafts- und Gartenbau”
by the Betonverband Straße, Landschaft, Garten e.V. (SLG) (Association
for Street, Landscape and Garden
Concrete), Bonn.
Information given e.g. in brochures or
on the Internet regarding suitability for
vehicular use, “driveable”, or “suitable for cars” only serve to provide an
estimate of the dynamic and/or static
loads that can be accepted without
damage by the concrete products in
question, assuming correct installation. They cannot be construed as
suggesting that, while driving on the
surface, e.g. with a car, no corresponding traces of use will be left behind.
With a surface of concrete products
that allows vehicular usage, traces of
wear as a result of this usage, e.g., tyre
marks through tyre abrasion, are not to
be considered defects in the concrete
products employed.
Source: Betonverband Straße, Landschaft, Garten e.V. (SLG)

TYRE MARKS ON CONCRETE SURFACES
Areas laid with concrete products, e.g.
slabs or block paving, always serve a
certain purpose, e.g. for pedestrian
and/or vehicular traffic. They are
not showpieces or are not completely for display, like the exhibits in a
showroom. This is even the case when
talking about high design quality
products/surface coverings, which
exhibit a certain optical value for the
owner/client.
The principle purpose of a concreteproduct surface covering is its intended
use. For this reason, traces of usage
and wear on the affected surface
through mechanical and weatheringrelated stresses are unavoidable and
completely normal. This is also indica-
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Manufacturer’s notice
on DUROSAVE® deep protection

DUROSAVE ®

Specks left by food and drink, motor oil, tyre marks, chewing gum and carelessly discarded cigarette butts especially afflict paving
blocks and slabs. Cleaning is hard work, cost-intensive and cannot prevent annoying marks.

Ordinary surface

Deep protection from inside

Twice as safe – inside and out

Water and dirt can infiltrate into the
pores and capillaries of the unprotected
concrete surface. Soiling is therefore
more difficult to remove than in deep
protected surfaces. Products with
DUROSAVE® deep protection are not
self-cleaning. They are, however, highly
resistant to dirt and therefore much
easier to clean. In this way, DUROSAVE®
deep protection preserves the attractiveness and value of the paving for owners,
investors and users over the long term.
The quality of the space is essentially
improved.
DUROSAVE® is the durable factoryapplied deep protection for paving and
slab systems. We offer two

DUROSAVE® deep protection INTRA
(DTI100)
The facing concrete receives a durable
chemical/physical seal from inside
during the production process. Surfaces
with DTI100 are liquid- and dirt-repellent,
as well as being permanently noticeably
easier to clean. DUROSAVE® deep
protection INTRA
(DTI100) means clean surfaces without
a noticeable colour darkening or gloss
effect. The original concrete surface is
deliberately left as it looked. Its feel also
remains the same. The appearance is
oriented towards the “original”. .

DUROSAVE® deep protection EXTRA
(DTE700)
Core and facing concrete receive a
durable chemical/physical seal from
inside during the production process.
In an additional, elaborate finishing
process, a two-layered, transparent,
UV-resistant coating is applied and
permanently bound to the surface. The
pores of the concrete surfaces are closed
up and sealed long-term. Pavements
with DTE700 are protected from the
penetration of dirt and are easy to clean.
DUROSAVE® deep protection EXTRA
(DTE700) has a soft, silky sheen thanks
to its external surface protection, one
that intensifies the colouring of the
product. Though the gloss is very marked
to start off with, weathering and natural
use have a dulling effect on it, without
depriving the coating of its long-term
effectiveness. The dazzling, easy-clean
surface will remain functional for the
duration.

DUROSAVE® deep protection qualities
DTI100

DTE700

coloured and protected long-term

+

++

reduces dirt attraction

+

colour-intensifying with a soft silky sheen

++

reduces chewing-gum adhesion
makes cleaning easier

+

suitable for interior/roofed areas
frost/road grit-resistant
algae and moss inhibiting
no re-waterproofing required

Model: + light + + thick
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Important manufacturer information

Avoid chemical and physical overIMPORTANT INFORMATION
Handling: With DUROSAVE® deep proloading
Avoid standing water,
tection EXTRA (DTE700) coated products
especially underneath
must be protected during transport,
plant troughs and vases.
storage and laying from mechanical
In this way chemicaldamage to their surface. Use the cords
physical reactions caused by alkaline
provided in the package to protect the
substances that attack the coating are
surface from external influences such as
prevented.
impact or abrasion. The products must
In principle, slight scratches cannot
be protected before laying from damp
be avoided on DTE700 products. Light
infiltration through careful covering
surfaces are an advantage here, and
with foil. Damp in the package can lead
minimise the visibility of scratches.
through chemical-physical processes to
undesired alteration to the coating.
POST-TREATMENT AND MAINTENANCE
Cutting: If products must be cut, wet
of DTE700 surfaces
them beforehand with clean water. They
may only be cut with a wet cutter or angle · Slight scratches will regulate themselgrinder. After cutting, the products must
ves through natural weathering and
be immediately washed of all residue
use. Using special polishes this process
with plenty of clean water. This is becan be moderated and regulation
accelerated.
cause the concrete dust/ slurry created
· The coating is light-, frost-, heat- (up to
by cutting which is allowed to remain,
400 °C) and weathering-resistant. Acid
due to insufficient washing, on the
and surfactant-containing cleaning
product, can lead to indelible marking of
products will not attack the deep prothe surface.
Laying: see installation and laying
tection during exposure times below
information for terrace slabs, p. 302;
24 hours.
in addition to the requirements for the
· Alkaline cleaning materials can dull or
superstructure, a capillary-breaking frostdamage the coating during over-long
protection layer and base course are to
exposure times (depending on the pH
be ensured.
of the cleaner and the temperature).
Contact times of under 2 hours, even
Please also note:
with strong alkaline cleaners, are geAvoid mechanical overloading
nerally unproblematic. We recommend
Blunt sharp and pointed
avoiding the use of alkaline cleaners if
objects with flexible plastic,
in doubt.
rubber or felt to avoid
· Organic solvents such as e.g. white spiscratches to the surface.
rit, turpentine, acetone, ethyl-acetate
If in doubt, check their
and cellulose thinner can dissolve the
suitability for the surface using a leftover
DTE700 and – depending on solvent
or broken piece.
and exposure time – dull or damage it.
These substances should be tested beAvoid chemical and physical overfore use on a broken or leftover piece.
· After the use of plastic-containing
loading
joint material, we recommend an
Do not place concrete,
immediate deep clean after jointing to
metal and ceramics
avoid strongly adhering dirt. If, despite
directly on the coated
manufacturer’s recommendations,
surface. In this way,
epoxy-resin containing joint materials
scratches to the surface
are used and material residues remain,
that alter its visual impression, as well as
these can be removed using the 2K
alkali-based reactions, are prevented.

Cracker by epex (it is essential here that
the manufacturer’s usage instructions
are observed).
WINTER MAINTENANCE ON DTE700
SURFACES
Road salt does not attack the surface.
As regards de-icing salt resistance in
accordance with DIN EN 1339 and DIN
EN 1338, the products are in the highest
class, class 3.
Label D. As the very aggressive brines
that result will, nevertheless, certainly
attack the concrete over years of use, we
recommend keeping the use of salt to
the bare minimum. We also recommend
the use only of ordinary table salt (sodium chloride), as is customary in Germany.
As a blunt gritting material for DTE700coated surfaces we recommend sand.
Too sharp, chip-like material can lead
to scratches on the surface which, while
not reducing the effectiveness and
fitness-for-purpose of the surface, can
affect its appearance.
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
We only process using raw materials that
are 100% harmless to humans, animals
and nature. The products can therefore
be processed, used and disposed of in
an ecologically harmless manner. The
requirements regarding fire protection,
smoke production and the emission
or organic substances are fulfilled by a
wide margin, even for interior spaces,
as confirmed by independent tests and
assessments.
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Cleaning & care
Artificial stone and terrace slabs
·	Avoid rust stains as they are very
difficult to remove. Problematic objects
are e.g. tables, chairs, tools and
decorations made of non-stainless or
unprotected metal.
· Lime deposits are ugly and can be
avoided. Especially underneath objects
that prevent the rapid run-off of water,
such as flowerpots, increased lime
deposits occur. Use spacers in this
case.
· In the summer, paved surfaces are part
of outdoor living spaces. However, this
means a lot of dirt is left on the paving.
Drinks are spilled, fat splatters off the
barbecue, and fresh berries and fruit
from the garden also fall occasionally
on the ground. These water-soluble
and -insoluble substances penetrate
the stone and create stains. The best
solution is to pick up such substances
immediately with a cloth, and rinse
afterwards with plenty of clean water.
This reduces or avoids deep penetration of the stone structure, and you
save yourself the stain removal using
cleaning products.
· Leaves left on the ground, grass and
other vegetable matter can lead to
discolouring. The substances that are
exuded by decomposing plant matter
(e.g. tannic acid) penetrate the stone
and create visible patches of soiling.
You should remove organic matter
promptly to avoid this.
· De-icing salt can attack the surface of
the stones and should generally not be
used.
· Efflorescences (white specks or smears
on the stone surface) occasionally
occur. These are created by the
reaction of water with the according
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material and are especially visible
in dark stones. These stains have no
effect on the quality of the material or
its durability and are not a defect. They
can be removed with special products,
but usually disappear on their own
through weathering and use.
Correct cleaning of the surface materials
is the most important prerequisite for
durable beauty and functionality in your
block and slab-paved surfaces. In this
context, rapid cleaning has to be differentiated from intensive cleaning:
During rapid cleaning, soiling is regularly
removed from the stone surface. In this
way you avoid the development of algae
and mosses, prevent staining from vegetable matter and protect coated surfaces
from scratches caused e.g. by stones
lying on them. Broom-sweeping and
hand-brushing are the tried and tested
methods. Basic cleaning is carried out
dry in this case. To improve the result, the
surface can be cleaned again using water
after dry cleaning. In this case, the stones
are wetted through with tap water and
then cleaned with a broom. After this, the
surface is rinsed with ample clean water.
For tougher soiling the use of a neutral
cleaning product can make sense.
The time to carry out intensive cleaning
depends on your individual wishes and
the level of soiling. Do you enjoy the
natural patina that paving slabs and
slabs achieve over time, or do you want
your surfaces to look as fresh as they did
on the first day for the long term? These
requirements determine the intensity and
interval of intensive cleaning. There are
a variety of cleaning materials tailored to

the dirt to be removed and the material
to be processed. It is crucial to take great
care when choosing these products. It is
essential to determine what type of dirt is
to be processed. There are acid, salt and
solvent-containing cleaners. Each one of
these products has an area in which it is
effective and another where it is poorly
suited. Acid ingredients work especially
well on cement residue or efflorescences,
but do not help at all in getting rid of oily
stains.
Furthermore, the compatibility of the
cleaning product with the surface to be
treated must be ensured. For concrete
stones there is a danger that the surface
may be attacked by acid cleaning
products. Even when cleaning plastic or
mortar joints the compatibility of the medium and joint filler must be taken into
account. Please make sure to take note
of the manufacturer’s instructions or seek
advice from your landscape gardener.
One thing is fundamental: test the
product first in a hidden or unobtrusive
spot, or on a sample. Only in this way
can costly and unsightly surprises be
avoided! The care of joints in unbound
constructions (e.g. paving slabs or slabs
laid on sand or grit) takes a somewhat
different form. These are, as a rule, filled
with loose stone aggregates. Here, above
all, care must be taken that the joints
remain filled. If joint material is extracted
(e.g. by water, use, cleaning, etc.), the
joint must be refilled with suitable
material afterwards. If this is neglected
the stones can come loose, be displaced
or even tip. Additionally, weeds can
find a home in unbound joints. If you
are bothered by this, go straight to the

Important manufacturer information

STEIN lichen remover

STEIN oil remover

STEIN rust remover

STEIN bleach cleaner

STEIN green coating remover

STEIN strong cleaner

STEIN cement & efflorescence remover

STEIN conditioner

DUROSAVE scratch remover

Task/stain Basic cleaning

STEIN stone protection perfect

Caution! We request that you avoid
machine cleaning methods, at best at
all times, but at least during the first
year, as these can pull out loose joint
material. Without exception, we advise
against the use of suction sweepers and
high-pressure washers, even those with
so-called “patio extensions”. Both of
these cleaning systems heavily damage
the joint fillings of unbound constructions, while the strong water jet of a
high-pressure cleaner also coarsens the
surface of the stones, can destroy any
seals and waterproofing, and will even
lead in certain circumstances to structural
damage to the material.
Very tough stains on the surface, such as
chewing gum, can often only be removed
mechanically. Here great care is advised
in order not to harm the paving.
Source: Verband Garten-, Landschaftund Sportplatzbau Bayern e.V.

GODELMANN STONE CARE AND CLEANING RANGE

STEIN stone protection neutral

root of the problem. Manual weeding is
effective and environmentally friendly.
Take care here to remove the entire plant,
i.e. the underground parts as well, and if
necessary refill the joint again afterwards.

Basic cleaning
Care
Waterproofing and protection
Scratches on DUROSAVE® EXTRA coating
Lime deposits
Cement residue
Heavy mineral encrustations
Mosses and algae
Green coatings, weeds and mould
Discolouring from plant remains
Tannic acid from wood
Rust stains
Oil stains
Lichens
suitable for DUROSAVE® EXTRA surface

Frequency of use
once a year
as necessary

If you cannot find a suitable care and cleaning material here, then get in touch! We have a wide
range of special cleaning products!

Hotline 0800-4633562
(free from a German landline, costs from mobiles may vary)
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www.godelmann.de
On our Godelmann site you can browse our diverse stone range from anywhere and at any time. Here you can find
all the important information on the paving you desire in concise format, and you can be inspired by our photo
gallery.

It also works perfectly if you are wandering through one of our STONEgardens or have discovered your personal
favourite at one of our sample stands at a specialist trader: scan the QR code and you will arrive immediately at the
corresponding product page, with an overview of further formats, colours and surfaces, as well as photographs of
actual spaces created with it in homes and gardens.

You’ll be surprised at how much more the site has to offer.
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more stones...

www.godelmann.de

Online.

Discover us online
Our Internet site and its many features is waiting for you.

Advantages for you
even more inspiring images
technical documentation for immediate download
colour swatches for initial orientation
overview of all formats
decision-making leaflet
search for dealers and garden landscaping, etc.
near you
Order care and cleaning materials

You can find more information about us on

Facebook

Pinterest

Channel Godelmann GmbH & Co. KG
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Surface treatments

nativo R13 (left natural)
homogeneous, clear surface which is no longer processed after production. The natural stone
aggregates in the surface are enveloped and not recognisable in material and colour. Concrete and/or UV-resistant pigments are the dominant tones.
pure R13 (heat-treated)
Fine, homogeneous surface. Through a laborious finishing process during production and
curing, the precious facing layer is highly compacted and optimised to produce a homogeneous surface of graceful structure.
velvetised R13 (micro-fine blasted)
Surface blasted with micro-fine particles, during which process the natural stone aggregates are exposed to a small degree. The surface is gently roughened, and the natural stone
aggregates glimmer through.
fino R10 (polished)
We polish the surface several times using state-of-the-art polishing technologies with industrial diamonds. Depending on the grade of the abrasion, surfaces of different smoothness can
are created, which all have one thing in common: a soft, silky glow.
ferro R13 (shot-blasted)
By blasting the surface with fine steel shot, we expose the striking natural stone aggregates
within it; the particles are also chipped, and display their natural substrates in full beauty and
brilliance. Through this process, the surface becomes rough, with good grip.
finerro R13 (polished and shot-blasted)
Heavily polished surfaces which then gain their noble character through the ferro treatment.
Large aggregates in the facing especially come to the fore in this process
.
silco R12 (brushed)
The surface of the stone is processed with special brushes. This is how it gains its very fine,
smoothed, matt, silky surface with a very particular feel: the stone is particularly soft to the
touch.
antique plus R13 (machine-aged surface and broken edge contours)
machine-chipped stone surface and edges – a natural, rustic appearance with an aged surface character. Spacers and interlocking systems remain intact. The products are delivered
only in packages.
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Entire product lines
with paving, slabs, walls,
steps and special elements.
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Product finder
This overview helps you orient yourself in our product range and quickly find right product for you.

Raknor LLC
PO Box 883
Ras Al Khaimah
United Arab Emirates
Phone: +97172668351

Email: raknor@emirates.net.ae · www.raknor.com
We accept no liability for changes in measurements, materials and shape resulting from technical advances, nor for alterations to laying recommendations. Colour aberrations
in the catalogue may be caused by the printing process and are unavoidable. We cannot guarantee identical colour for orders made according to catalogue illustrations.

